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YADUCAli. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING, AUGUSTa28, 1907. 10 CENTS PER WEEK
1CIDENTS
1JITY STREETS
iIIe and W heelnian
;




w, night fireman at
e Paducah Brewery
no over by Col. Ben
utotnobile this morn-
at Sixth and Jeffer-
one rib was (rector-
mem:twat/out the body
work shortly before
-as riding his bicyele.




en the driter saw
Id he slowed up to
iii. liatead of turn-
n st,eet. leondaw
the big machine
wheel and threw him
e The automobile
thin le feet.
en struck the ground
t or the automobile
ver, the wheels pales-
t shoulder and side.
ty and declared he
but Col. Weille took
ce of Dr. H. P. Sights,
cal examination eas
elle placed the wresked
'repair shop, and Fon-
Iftome to Wel Madison
et. With Buggy.
on w.th an automobile
et. John and danghtet,
Le Roy, of 634 south
acre thrown front. a
•Ilf•Al lest evesiug short-
at Sixth and Tenneasee
buggy was turned cont-
end the escape front
Injury was miraculon
Arent, the commission
,s drIving In h,a; atitotno-
c(,mhtg down Teneessee
cab wait gong in the
reen. The cabman took
le Of the streeteand' see-
till not intend to tun,
;end drove his machine
to side Oahe street. He
the buggy. in which the
ailing, until he it irk




ts seutencee to the state
-oe and whose sentence
sd on condition that. she
the poor farm, is in Hen-
ige Lightfoot pronoun-red
her and later rescinded
Judge II. A. Cross sum-
a-before hint and gave
nay of entering the
Shepherd at Lou
rn to county court
elite former, but some
money to her and she
ndereon. At Prince-




nn., Aug 28.—A rice
ng the ear of Mrs.
*ick, a bride, abrupt-
lioneymoon - at its start
total deafness. The,
it while the couple
the train after the
telenW Mrs. Southwick
1ately placed under a




he could catch and
Ids was roaming Miele
flicernond, Tex.. ot
Kaulter, a prominent
that place, laid bold
*nd was killed.
Club Holds:it
eseing club on Jeffer'
r Ftith street, wa•
glars hitt night an<
trousers and three
WEATHER FORECAST.
Storms tonight. l'ooler ill west
petition. Thursday partly cloudy.
Highest temperature yesterday, 11111;
lonest tialay, 77.
FUNNY WAR TALK.
hoe Angeles, Aug. ate—kilts-
Jim ishfl, director of the depart-
'went of vommeree of Japan, at,
rived here ttalay arid In tin inter-
vien said that he found the Jigs-
aw/Et. lit this cuuntry imbued
with the American spirit of pro-
gress. When asked about nor,
lie said Japan would not tight
America untlerety I irs uttistaji-
ces. "The people of this,country
e den, so much for • ns r na-
tion that *anything of the klud
cannot be imagined," eyed he.
"It le what you eall it joke."
STREET telit STRIKE.
Henderson, hug. Wm.—tete,
-rial)— The entire Hemet Meet
Traction eystent is tied up by a
rike of 114 mottirriatai, who
claim that the nee etiperintend-
ent wiser.% to ini•reass• the length
or it working day. from nine to
12 hours. The magonneti are not
In ail organized union, but hate
signed 110 egreeawnt to eland tie
welter. tenitluct /I', and Other
employes ate in sympathy 51t11
the atrikera.
PETITION.
Chicago. III.. Aug. 24.s—A pe-
tit tin, add I'VR*1.11 to Preglidetlt
Hootievelt, asking him to inter-
fere in the telegraphers' %trace
fur the putpose of effecting a
settleme,nt, Iii, being ciretaloteil
anionic members of the board of
omic and brokers. It urges the
poseilent to offer his service





Honolulu, Aug. :M.— Mutiny
almost tii4s aboard the United
Suttee cruiser Raleigh le. the te-
sult of ne shore leave having
been lel-anted the men for two
monde,. Coaling the cruiser is
delayed -in consequence.
J.111' FLOODS.
Tokk). _hug. leo—Fifty mil-
lion dollars dentatee in central
,Jap:111, restate' I from tislil I 1111.•
Otis rainfalls and floods Alive
entrtuelay. Tokio is isolated front
the eat of the island. All rail-
road traffic Is suspended and
peeple at the summer resorts
cannot return to their fientete
THE HAGUE.
The Hague. Aug. 2/4.—Joseph
H. Choate and James MON II
Scott,for the American defrost-
tion to the peace .ennferenee.
have brought up a new proposi-
tion with respect to the Allot-
ment of judges for the interna-
tional high rourt of justice. 'In
this proposition, the United
States anneuncesethe will ingitras
of all the countries of the Amer.
lean continent, including- tAi•
lathed States to have four
judges, appointed for the 21
come ries of the contineiti on the
understanding that this will re-




Ashland, Ky., Aug. 2S. --While
Carl Jackson, aged 19,, was helping
is father jack up a barn, the jack
lipped, letting the etrneture drop
back and catching him in such a
manlier that his backbone wee snap-
eed just below the 'boulder blades.
l'Ie has been placed In a plaster casttad- tbe atending physician says there
a good chance for bet recovery,
— 
Vardaman to Be an Editor.
, .te;Icson, MOW.. Atm 2R.- At the
.nd of his term Gov. Vardaman will
ake editorial eharie of a newspaper
'o be established. by S Joint Work
WO& Is In course of or-
(tepee] stork. to be
FIELD TRIALS TO
BE HELD FOR DOGS




High Claes Animate Front All Over
Country Will Be Matched for
IhrfArit.
PADUCAH THE HEADQUARTERS.
Throught the efforts of Mr. Sant
Skinner iince other Paduialt sports-
men, the field trial of Kentuckj for
bird dogs exclusively, will be
brought to I,a Center. mid Paducah
will be headquarters for tenni, of the
best known sportsmen in the coun-
try. Some of the most valuable
bird (legs in the United States will
be here during Lheif trial. The field
trial is November 19, 20, 21, 22 and
23.
Formerly trials is Kentucky have
been held 'at Glasgow, but there Iii
not sufficient land, and Paducah
sportsmen hustled and succeeded in
landing the event.
Yesterday Mi. Sant Skinner. Fen-
aul Burnett Ben Wellie and W. K.
Cochran went to La Center to secure
a place for holding. the trials, -Mr.
C. Veach. who owns 3,tle0 acres of
land, proffered the use of it -for the
trial, and the. offer was readily ac-
cepted. A temporary organization
was effected by the gentlemen and a
field marshal named. Attorney John
Meore, of La Center, acted as pres-
ident and Mr. Feneol Burnett as sec-
retary. The organization then
mimed Mr. Stokes Payne -field 
"This will. be one of the biggest
events In sporting circles ever held
In Paducah," declared Mr. Skinner.
-Bird dogs front all over the United
States, front Maine to California,
will be here, some being worth
high as $5,000) There will be cele-
brated sportsmen here to enter'their
dogs, and purees, amounting to
many thousands of dollars, will be
offered. The biggest purse to be of-
fered will be $6410 for dogs, hereto-
fore entered in field trials. Hand-
some purses will be offered for Ken-
inky dogs.
Paducah will be headquarters.
Dugs will be taken from Paducah to
La Center on the morning train and
brought back atnight.
Field trials attract the greatest
of interest areong sportsmen. They
start on prairie chickens at Manitoba
and the route taken is as follows:
From Manitoba to Iowa then Ilii
noes, Indiana. Kentucky, Tennessee.
Mississippi, Alabama. Louitriana and
then California. •
Bird dogs are judged by their en-
durance in field work. Every point
is watched in speed of the dog and
his ability to find birds_ Often- there
are no birds, but trials are held
without them as successfully at with
them. The last day of the trial all
foremost dogs are bunched together
and turned loose, the best dog capt-
uring the big purse, $600. It is




Politica In Benton will be alive
after next Monday, and the manner
in which Thomas B. McGregor, Re-
publican candidate for the legislature
In that district, is going after the
votes. indicates that he will cut' a
bigger figure than was at first sup-
posed, as he is a man of sterling
worth and popular in the comtnunity.
Dr. Ben L. Bruner, Republic:at can-
didate for secretary of state, and Mr
afcGregor 'lei speak at the court
house at ,1 o'clock Monday. Both
afe good speakers and substantiel
thinkers, and their speeches will be




J. W. Adams, state organiser.of
the Carpedters' Union, surrendered
afternoon at poll 'headquarters.
He is accused by no union carpen-
ters of having drawaf a
at the Jackson stre.
two days Aso.' 'The




















/I,' .4111r..• 11,11IIIWP 11111111 illifiliths tor
—Bartholomew in 111,no•s110111 Journal.
Ordinance Committee Does Not
Favor the Anti-Roller Skating
Measure—One Has Been Killed Dies
•
Another hard point bits risen in
the path of the opponents of roller
skating on the sidewalks, and it was
only out of respite' to the street
committee that the ordinance com-
mittee prepared an ordinance last
night. The point raised -was that
when any matter has been defeated
in the council it cannot be taken up
again ntil six mouths, and one roller
skatlia ordinance was killed last
winter. Councilman Van Meter
brought up the point, but as nothing
had betel eaid ta the matter in the
board of aldermen it was decided to ;
bring in the ordinance and then
thresh out the point with the court
ell. Besides this, trouble seems In
store for the ordinance, for et last
night's meeting there were six pres-
ent and one there four were flat foot-
ed against the ordinance and one
member was unconcerned. This
left one member in- favor of the or-
dinance. At the meeting of the
council next Monday night, advocates
both pro and con will be present.
NO WORK IN ALLEY
PROBABLE THIS YEAR
Coal Dealers• Will Atst Have
to Put Up With Conditions
As They Are.
Coal dealers will have to dray
their loads of fuel through muddy
alleys,' where possible, this winter,
and decline to deliver In alleys that
are impassable, because the prospects
of the contemplated alleyway im-
provements are 81m. indeed The or-
dinance, providing for _the grading
and gravelIngee 42 blocks of alleys.
thas never passed the 
generaTZrouncle,
and at a special tneettng of the board
of public works yesterday, plans for
Improvements were Mapped out, that
will keep the engineering department
bustling until winter. Of course,-the
alleys were not included. The 42
blocks would necessitate 42 separate
surveys and protees, and would con
sume considerable time. if there was
nothing else 'pressing. Probably tem-
porary 'relief will 'be afforded in ex-
treme eases, by dumping gravel. it is
prcibable that the general -council
will reconsider the general graveling
scheme, and get ready In good time
to make permanent repair* of the al-
teys Merl• nett yvarr - - -,-t-T-,-.
FARMERS' EXCHANGE
MAY BE LOCATED HERE
The plan of establishing an ex-
change at Paducah for the disposal
of farm products to save the Middle-
man's profits, will be discussed at
Calvert City Saturday at a joint meet-
ing of the Dark ..Tobacco Growers'
association and the executive com-
mittee of the American Society of
10ter4ty. Members of Paducah
trades unions will be in Itttendentle
at the rueeterg. 1-be plan Is to snleit
Membership from all farmer* In Mar-
shall and MeCracken conntiee




ROCKS IS HIS FALL
W. C. Griffith Breaks Arm in
Fall Off Cumberland
River Bridge.
an spite of being knocked off the
Cumberland river bridge and falling
45 feet. W. C. Griffth. 3u5 years old.
a member of the Illinois Central pile
driver crew at Cumberland river,
who lies in the hospital with a brok-
en right arm and severe bruises about
his body, the result of a fall, will re-
cover.
Griffith was Standing Oft the ap-
proach Jo the Cumberland river
bridge when two men carrying a
heavy piece of timber, passed him.
They turned to view- the approach of
train, and the end of the timber
struck Griffith and knocked him
front the bridge.
Griffith fell 45 feet and alighted
on a rock. He lay motionless when
companions ran to his assistance. He
was apparently dead but was brought




Patrolman Jack Sandets resigned
last night. Patrolman Sanders was
working with Patrolman William Orr,
and two weeks ago they were assign-
ed to the 'Mechanicsburg and South
Third street beatir to .work separate-
ly. They refused, and werelaid off
fifteen days for insubordination.
Yesterday they reported for 'work
again, and Patrolman ,Sanders was
assigned to the west end beat between
Broad way and Tennessee streets
alone. After an hour's .last
night he returned to the hall, handed
his badge, and writing his resigns-
Sion handed It to Commissions? John
Bonds. His successor will be elect-




at Home of His Son in
Graves County—Fight in
Bank—Fire.
Mayfield. Ky., Aug. 28 --(Special)
1 —Thomas Lien, tie years old., one
of Graves count)'s most- honored cit-
izens and a pioneer of the-tobacco in-
dustry, died ibis morning at 5:30
o'clock, at the home of his son, two
and a half miles front Mayffeld. He
and his sons are well known all °vet
the dark tobacco district.
Eight in a Bank.
Trot/hie growing out of their
work, which led to an exchange of
unpleasant language, Pebley Stum-
son, cashier of the bank and trust
company, and Richard Allen, assist-
ant cashier, came to blows yesterday
afternoon, but were separated by
other employee of the bank before
,•ither was injured.
Baking Fire in a Bakery.
Fire originating from a nmall ex-
plosion damaged the plant of tht
Mayfield Baking company to the ex-
tent of $500 about 6 o'clock this
morning. It looked at first as though
the whole concern would be destroy-
ed, The,bakery Is on Broadway.
THOUSAND DIVORCES
IN TWENTY YEARS
G. Smith, of the civil service bu-
reau at Washington, yesterday aft-yr-
noon completed work of gathering
statistics on divorces filed in Mc-
CrackenNeounty for the past 2-0 years.
He had been here more than a
month, and will go to Smithland.
Livingston county, today. He is not
permitted to announce the remit of
his investigation here, the first au-
thentic natures possible being in the
rport to be compiled and published
by the government. Deputy Circuit
Clerk W. C. Kidd, who has been con-
nected with the office for 20 years
or  more estimates the total number






Exploded in sub-Station in
Philadelphia.
Mail clerk Was Severely Bunted hut
v, Damage Otherw Ise Was
Done By It.
HAD Foltcle FlNitleal TO KILL..
iletadelphia, Aug. -28.—An in-
fernal machine, sent through the
mails 1.o Secretary of the' Treasury
George B. leurtelyou, partially ex-
ploded in the Nicetowu sub-postofilee
while a clerk was postmggeang the
*tempo
_
He was severely burned by the in-
finitesmal portion of the charge that
exploded. Had the package been
opened in the hands of the secretary
of the treasury both that official and
les assistants would have been blown
to atome
The bomb, inclosed in an official-
looking cardboard package three atid
a half inches thick. was brought into
the Nicetown *Cation at. 3 o'clock
this afternoon by a carrier who col-
lected it on his route. Within it lies
the Midvale Steel Works, where thou-
sands of Italians are employed.
Though inclosing a weight of more
teen a pound the covering was of
very thin pastebbard. The address
-lipped front newspapers evidently to
avoid detection was "Secretary Cor-
telyou. Washington, D. C."
All the carrier can tell, so far, is
that he secured the package in a mail
box on the same trip that ended with
the delivery of the substation. Its
emptied the pouch upon the table in
the carriers' room and Clerk Thomas
Roberts swept the package up with
the rest and carried It over to the
tamping desk to be postmarked.
Half a dozen ones-rent stamps cov-
oed the box. Untruspectingly and In
a hurry to get through with the lot,
Roberts jabbed the stamping die into
the midst of tbe stamps. There was
the sound of igniting sparks, the
quick spluttes of a fuse within and
then the package burst with an ex-
plosion that tore it to shreds and
streamed sizzling powder over the
mail clerk's wrist and ehirt.
Other employes ran to his aid with
buckets of water and extinguished
the fire after he haul been badly
scorched.
When the cardboard box burst its
contents scattered to all sides of the
room. Afterward nothing could be
found but streaks of unexploded
grayish powder, which strewed the
floor, and a lot of wadding, which
furnished no clew.
The injured clerk was sent to the
hospital, where he will recover, and
officials of the postoffice inspectors'
department were notified. The head
of this bureau, curiously enough, Is
James J. Cortelyou, a brother of the
secretary of the treasnry. He began
an investigation at once. Unless the
powder contained in the infernal ma._
chine is pulverized dynamite, the ex-
perts who have so far examined It
are at, a loss to give it a name: Tests,
however, made with the remnants
scattered by the explosion show that
It contained sufficient latent force to
have w-recked the office of the secre-
tary of the treasury and to have In-
stantly killed all within.
Why such an attempt should be
mode against the life of Mr. Cortei-
you has no explanation tonight. Se-
cret service men called into the case
have failed to locate, .not only the
sender of the mailed bomb, but the
exact vicinity front which It was sent.
It is known, however, that the mail
box in which it was placedalor mail-
ing was not far front No. 3663 North
Broad street. and as this is in the
heart of the foreign district of Phila-
delphia, the detectives declare they
will have trailed down Ne perpe-
trator within the next twenty-four
hours,
Metropolis, Ill.. Aug. 2R.—(Spe-
cial)—The following couples were
married here by 'Squire Thomas Lig-
gett: Johnson Crowell and Flora
Avant, of Kiva, Marshall county. KY.,
accompanied by Edith Payne and
Anna Wood: Monroe Howard, of
Sharp. Marshall county, Ky., and
Miss Edith E. Chandler, Paducah,
accompanied by Sudie Chandler and
Elisabeth Wood: William Boyd and
Lillie Hudson, Joppa, Ill.
Circuit court is in session, hears:




Lone Oan, Aug. 28.--(Speciall--
For the molt successfie toason Since
the beginning the ,direetors of the
West Kentucky college are prepar-
ing for the opening next Monday.
Many students have !arrived and tll
are baring great dialifnetreht "emir-
leg board, Almost etery private fam-
ily has all the students they can an-
oommodate and more dOtaintle to
come. last year the enrollment
reached 100 and this year It is ew-
twietwathe number will g0 far over
that. Prof. Joseph Ragsdale is prin-
cipal of the eollsge.




Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with-
out them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
• taist pass usually is so full of suffering,N tdoa ntgher car ntd fearthati culh u 
hour 
withshe   looks forw "rd
apprehension
anti dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene-
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
01 unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with bni
little suffering, as numbers ha7e
testified and said, "it is 4orth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists. Book containing
valuable information mailed free.
Tilt BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.
WITHOUT ESCORTS
444 lilt ••••1\S WILL II ee 'fo
1.14 Oil \ .ALOVI:.
General Council Will Regulate Their
Cot ll i tt mid Their Gesings-
Nee Ordinances.
At a meeting of the ordinance
eueumittee of the gereral council last
eight it was decided that an °rill-
stance be drafted, prohibiting lewd
women from walking or riding in
public with male escorts. At present
the law forbids any man stdpping and
talking to a woman of immoral char-
acter on the streets. The new ordi-
nance, was suggested by members of
the police department, who have ex-
perienced much trouble from this
tiouree.
The ordinance providing for the
tale of a franchise to extend ear lines
auto Mechanicsburg was amended to
read that the work stall begin IS
montbs after the franchise Is bought.








Rol keep: h., skin
clear, soft and
ve Avery. Rsheves
skin irritat ten aiel
sheltid be used
fnely after lath-





N or by mail, 2
Boy
pane by
FERO. T. HOPKINS, N.Y. CITY,
Partenctet NOURAIMI ORIENTAL CRUM




log for the gyettileg aue griojelitin of
an alley rumens betWeen trd7flitIl
Fourth. Clay and Harrison streets.
RAILROAD NOTES
Roadmaster A. F. Mae*, of tne
Louisville division of the Illinois
Central is in the city on blueness.
Painters. began painting block
signals and switch steeds en the Pa-
ducah distriet of the Illinois Centre:
this morning.
Tonight the Brotherhood of Rail-
way Carmen w1:1 meet in regular
session. Pow
Luther Thomas, a machinist help-
er in the Illinois Central shops. eta-
fend severe burns about the face the
re.net of a defective steam gage. He
was repairing the gage on a "live"
engine viben the "pop valve" became
defective, and threw steam Into his
face. Before he could escape his face
was burned.
John Venson, 22 years old,
ed, employed by the local Illinois
Central dropped a railroad tie on his
right foot yesterday and badly
mashed the member.
While standing by his engine P. M.
Wee, well known Illinois Centre'
fireman, was struck in the head by a
ilionp of coal, which fell from the ten-
ider. He was stunned and an ugly
scalp wound was inflicted. The
wound was dressed at the Illinois
Central hospltal.
WITNESSES SHOT FROM AMBUSH
Oen %Vito Were To Testify in Margie
owe. _ere wounded.
Sandy Hook, Ky., Aug. 28.- A
mpsei tiger from Perry county reports
that John Smith, who turned state's
(+Offence in the Parrs murder case,
l and Anse White, Important weneeses
1 in the murder trial here tomorrow
of A:bert Hargis, John Abner and
Wilearn Britton, were shot from an
ambush and dangerously wounded
yesterday. Judge James Hargis ar-
rived here last night. The defendants,
R is reported, will answer tomorrow
to the charge of assassinating Dr. D.
B. Cox in Jackson five yeart ago.
"How can I become an accomp-
',land story teller?" "Get married
and practice staying out late at night
with the boy, e Houston Post.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers




Young Men and Women for positions of trust,
where intelligent-service win be appreciated and
paid for—
ExperiencedeMen and Women for positions re-
i el ring ability and tact—
People of All Ages, of all talents, of divers
ablitiete for Suitable lines of employment—
Leind Things-Such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument. Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, ileoks, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp Collections, Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every kind-
- Horses and Carriages, trucks, buelness wagons.
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, automo-
.
Rea. Eetate-lets, plies, acres, leagetco14ia-mo4-
tiese houses, flats, apartment's, stores--
Instructien in painting, singing, the violin and
piano. short-hand, accounting, correspondence,
language, dancing--
Places to Live-houses, apartments, furnis'ied
rooms, bearding places where life is interesting.
These ar'e twine of the thousands
of people and things that are
"wanted" in this city just ?IOW,
and if you can. Jill any of these
wants"
INQUIRE OF THE •PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
BASEBALL NEWS What to o
El Fieting has become a great tad in






1,a nation, over-ate, so 
I
1 St. Louis  r we are under-eating. The one is as ban as the other. Batteriee--Mathewson and liresna-; Man needs food awl plenty of it to gus-t -.han; Karger and Noonan. tam life and to givegtrength to compete
in this busy world.
It is not, however, the fact that youR H Itil may eat too much that hurts you, but
0 3 1 that you don't digest what you eat.
1 4 1 wet it that results to dyspepsia you e'll noteine the trouble by cutting. down your food sup.
and Ritter; lay. it your digestive organ" were-creating theproper amount of gawk sad peptic juices youwould hare uo dyspeptita. To curt the dnic."ge
you mum create aaseinadancoot Maw neeeseery
Joan. e
, R IT E ems eas only &done by a reliable tonic taxa-
e le 3 Mit mike sanae indicates, Dr. Caldwell a
2 8 1 1 =kat Tate it revultirly for awhile










Boston  2 7
Cincinnati .......  3 '7
Batteries --- Boner and Brown
















Minneapolis  3 9
Louisville  2 6
Second game RR E
Minneapolis  1. 7 1
Louisville  0 2
(lame called in seventh inning by
agreement.
R H E
Toledo  ,  9 9 1
Milwaukee  11 7 1
ltight-Handed Batters Wanted. _
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 2e.-
Jack liuston, the official scout of the
St. Louis National league club, is
looking for good players ott the coast.
While talking on baseball, Huston
gave some information whrch
Make the players sit up and take
'mete. lie said: "The clubs are
gradually getting rid *f 'their left-
handee strickers. There was a time
when they wanted only left-handed
batters. A Player who could beat out
all kinds of short bits was the one
who commanded the largest salary,
but things have cnanged. Major
league clubs are now scouting for
yowng players 'who take the long
swings. The clubs have found that
these fast left-hended stickers don't
score the men on bases. What le de-
sired is a hitter that will score a mo-
lter from second by a long single or
a man from third on a long fly.
These so-called fast left-haitded bat-
ters don't do it, and this is why the
clubs are replacing them _with -the
heavy swingers, So Asstre-games are
won nowadayeetteenne rnn that any
batter _who- Cen put a man over the
is valuable."
Note'. Front the hiamond.
The Springfield, Ill., team looks to
be the Three-I pennant winner. ,
The Houston team has another
"Stony McGlynn in the person of
Pitcher Tevis. PitchIng double-head-
ers is Teets' long suit.
Another week and several of the
minor initgues will wind up the sea-
son of 1907.
The Los Angeles team is fighting
hard to hold the lead in the Pacific
Coast league.
The Alberdren team in the North-
west league bas never been headed
lice it look first place early In the
season.
Iltaaardhic tak explicit directions on each but-
WW we AIM iltSoon be cured of dyspepsia sad
wasompanvlug symptoms such as
Now atom stomach.hiven
Ida% sallow wind on the skim-
Oata Every bottle carries with it an abse-
il' tee to en what we claim. It Is a Imo-
piessant,folfectiv, laxative and SOU will inn3 WIRD* end Daplea,od with its action.
Oas gee* great friends of this resseinie
Harry r. .Nastor. a lieutenant in one of She Chi-
; °atoneable' that fought at the battle of
Elba tough food of soldier, be contracted
tam While to the wet trenches, and eat-
Foit dyspepsia ard lost weight rapldly. Ais the r Ws egiment called attention to. Iderales Syrup Pepsin, which he promptly
Mena la man It not only cured his dyspepsiaR IL a but laareased his weight 42 noun*,
4 8 2 or'leziangrimzillyittadll fi!tIlwyoruula boa itzigrede at 50tiamocot•
3 7 1 Oat Se you.
TI 
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:a 'S SYRUP PEPSIN.* YID
Oafs Nulty evarasete Na 17, mittinytua D. D.
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
1070aldwell Bldg.. Moans:elle, NI.
--.._-..e.
posted ths urnplre, 'and yob get an
other chance.' 
s
"It was no use. and I went back to
the plate and struck out."-Milwau-
kee Free Press.
Heady Phty Gets Rig Job.
From press nt indications Ben
Blue ill next year be a Brownie, and
If he e will owe it to one play he
pulled p in a game at Kansas City
reeently.
"It chance that Jack O'Connor.
the Brown's stunt, was watching. It
was good and hot, and Blue's arm
was working in fine ?Vie.' The Blues
had a man on third a4e1rst and one
down. The man on first startedto
second, the play being to work the
edouble steal. •
"Blue made a bluff to throw to
third, but instead shot the pill to
second in time to catch the runnel-Ty
ten feet.
"O'Connor decilled right then and
there that a man with a whip of that
kind is just about able to bold his
own in the big league*. After the
game O'Connor loafed with the play-
ers for a bit.
"'Say,' he said to Bobby Quinn,
'can that man B:ue throw all the
time the way he del today?"Well,
he has been doing that verything for
two years.' answered Bobby.-"-e---St.
Louis Star-Chronicle.
UtilI'ootbaLl Season,
In a month foOtball will be with
us, and from then until Thanksgiv-
ing Iney the gridiron will be IT so
far as the amateur sport is concern-
ed. The game will be played under
almost the same rules as prevailed
last year, and while it is- too early
to begin to consider the personnel of
the various teams: there is every
regime to look forward to malty
close and exciting games with a des
perste finish for tbe champtonship.
As remarked, the season will open
September 21, with four scheduled
genies, of which the most important
is the clash betWeen Carlisle and
Albright. The gomes come thick an
fast after that, Wednesday and Sat-
urday being the favorite football
days. On October 19 the Quakers
and Browns have, an engagement at
Philadelphia: West Point .and An-
11:11,e HMI Vale and
Harvard, reepectiven ; Cornell in., i
Penn state at Unlace, and in the
west Chicago will play Illinois on
the litatera field.
November, the real football Mouth,
opens auspiciously on its second' day.,
The PrinIcetoteluctian game at New:
York will be about the best of the!
day. The first of the so-eolled chain-
pion games of the season le set tor!
November 16, when Princeton and
Yale clash at New Haven. Pennsyl-
vania will be playing Michigan at
Ann Arbor on the same day, and at
'Cambridge -Harvard will play Dart-
mouth. The Indians have the date
set with Minneapolis, and the Navy
will' meet the Penn State. Seven
Ms later Yale and Harvnrd will
meet efit tt,v latter's field, Pennsyl-
vania and Cornell will wind up the
season at Philadelphia on Thanks-
giving Day, November 2S.
As a sort of a general wind-up a
bit of Roquefort to aid digestion anti
put the football world completely at
its ease, the Army and Navy try
conclusions two days later at Phila-
delphie.
The football event in the south will
be 'the clash between the University
of 'Virginia and Vanderbilt. Three
two institutions have not met on the
gridiron for several years, and a con-
test between them would come pretty
near settling the southern chempion-
ship.
_
The . Memphis and Atlanta teams
have been engaging in the -hottest
tight that has been seen In the
Sontbern league in years.
The Westbrn league teams have
been putting up a much better arti-
cle of ball than they did last season.
The race is a pretty one.
Now that "Faindow" Mertes hassre-
joined the Minneapolis team the
Millers will once more be in the
hunt for American ansociation hem-
ors.
Randolph Schweken, pitcher for
the Columbia. Souir Atlantic league
team, was recently fined $50 ein the
Augusta police court for assaulting
mistre seoffmand.- - .
How He Made a "Tie Lick."
Catcher Frank Roth, of the Mil-
waukee club tells a story of how an
umpire sent him back after making
a "tie lick."
"Speaking of funny umpires." says
Roth, "the funniest I ever met offi-
ciated in a small town in Illinois,
where the team I *as with was barn.
storming a couple of years ago. We
played a team in the bushes. I 'was
et the bat, and bunted the ball. I rae
my hardest, trying to beat the throw
to first, with the umpire rhatilmen.fter
,1; Passed the bag and the um-
pire gate his' deelsibh.
'"It's a tie lick,' he sieouted, 'Go
back and bat over again.'
"I pretested, hut it W:is of no






We are showing some very
striking ideas in Ladies'
Novelty- Leather Goods-
purses„ pooket-books, wrist
bags, card cases, coin purses:
in seal, alligator and all the
other no-iv fashionable leath-4
era. It's a tlisplay well worth
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MEET CUT
!IAMBI' 110,4 M ERWIN .% U-
NARD IN CONTEsT.
Ocean Voyage.* Go Down in Wier
Under Preesure of Stringent
competition. _
Berlin, Aug. 28.-An official of the
Harnburg-Amerlean line announced
today that the Cunard line's cut in
the trans-oceanic passenger rate
would be met.
He said: •
"It is true the North German Lloyd
one of the companies forming the
trans-atlantic steamship pool, has
made a slight reduction to meet the
cut, but thhi step is taken with the
assent of the other companies form,
ing the combination upon the under-
standing that any special profits re-
sulting from the increased business
will be divided. The English com-
pany has deem tit to makeet reduction
as an offset and one of the companies
in tile pool bas been permitted to
make a cut, but we die, not content-
Atte a rate welv't:••••(
It etemarned here tiat the cornea.,
Dies' form g the pool • are eagerly
watchine fo the results of the at.
prowling trial rip of the new Eng-
lish turbine stea r. It is admitted
that if this trip is ccesaful Abe re-
sult will be a strong I etus toward
replacing the present eh with tar.
blue boats on all lines.
Cunard Announces Cut,
Hamburg, Aug. 28.-The agent o
the Cunard line for Germany yester-
day formally announced a reduction
of $2.50 in second class and steer-
age rates, from hamburg to N(
York via Liverpool, and also that thr
Ctinerd line's bottom price for fine
cabin was 192.50.
Makes Minitnum Rate $70.
New York, Aug. 28.--Anpounce-
ment is made by the French line of a
reduction In its minimum first cabin
rate to. Europe to meet the sharp
cuts 'made by the Hambiteg-American
and North German Lloyd lines.-The
reduction today amounts to front $20
to $25 on the various ships, The,
Minimum rate on the Pronence was
reduced from- $95 to $75 and on the
Lorraine and Savoie the rate was re-
duced from $95 to $70.
INSANE MAN REFUSED TO
TALK FOR SIXTEEN YEARS
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 2S.--Jame..
Vernet°, Itn inmate of the Stewart
county jail, has been allowed a pen-
sion by the United States govern-
ment. Varner, 'now about 75 years
old, is insane. He his been in the
county for the last 25'years. He has
twice been placed in an asylum at
Nashville at the expense of the cotes-
te and eat% time -made his escape and
went hack to the country. Ile could
not be allowed to run at large, as he
is dangerous when 'angry. He has
beep in jail at Dover for 16 yews
this last time, and seems to like it.
About 16 years ago he qua telkIng
and Was not known to speak a word
till last year. He now talks all the
time. The authorities at Dover were
unable to get any information front
him until he began talking. He told
them about his war record, and J. (G.
Robertson, connty isidge, wrote the
pension authorities, and it was found
that his statements were correct.
"And you were never conterned in
graft of 'any kind " "Never," ape-
wered Senetor Sorghum; "the name
had not 14en invented when I laid







"Map may work front sun *sun
but vvoileaftea werk is never done,"
In order to keep the home 'teat
and pretty, the children well dre.soel
and tidy, women overdo and often
suffer in silence, drifting along fr.,in
bad to worse, knowing well that
they ought to have help to overoome,
the pains and aches which daily
make life a burden.
It is to these women that Lydia
E. Piukhaetes Vegetable Compound,
mane from native roote and herbei,
(-owes as a bleeding. When the spir-
its are depressed, the head and back MRS. AUG. LYON
aches, there are dragging-down pains. nervousnesie sleeplessness, and
reluctanue to go itoywhere, them' are only eymptoins which unless
heeded, are soon followed by the worst forms of Female Complaints.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
keeps the feminine organism ins strong and healthy condition. Itcures
Inflammation, Ulceration, displacements, and organic tronblee. Ii
preparing for ebiltebirth anti to carry women rudely through the Change
of Life it is most efficieut.
Mrs. Augustus Lyon, of East Earl, Pa., writes:-,Dear Mrs. Pink-
hatio-"For a long time I suffered from female trouble's and had all k in&
of aches and pains in the'lower part of back and sides, I could not
sleep and had no appetite Since taking Lydia E. Pinkhame Vegetable
Compound and following the advice which you gave me I feel like a
new woman and I cannot praise your medicine too highly."
- Mrs. Pinkham's Invitation to Women
Women slifferintr from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs l'inithanu. at Lynn, Mass. Out of her vast volume of ex-
perience she probably has the very knowledge that will help your
case. Her advice is free and alwaye helpful.
 9
We have several goon (tilling horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented, Cali and :see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
iNCOPPORATED
litery and Boarding Bars. Fourth Street and Kentucky Arenas.
KILL BABES
INV MING TURKS coMMIT MDR-
MIME ATROCITIES.
Reports From Teheran of Outrages in
Pernan Int:Ives By the
Suldierle
If the ie teen weerunient i






The talkative men In the sleeking
SLOW wan boring the torreptinv e
his reminiscences of the great to otee
he had met. "Last week," h.. said, et
"I spent a most tieliehtful day with
my friend, Lord Breatincree."
"Indeed," ',mid a gentleman in A
corner, who had not hitherto spoken
•
"anil so you don't recognize me' a-
, Lord Broadecrese"
Teheran, Aug. 28-Invading Turks The boastful "one instantly colaccording to reports here have slein lapsed, and, muttering some areeeesmany Inoffensive women and chil- . •left the room. • -
-
"And I'm not Lord Broada,
all," ghbehled the gentleman Its
door closed *upon the discomfit',!General Samsam Dowleh and oth-
er ()rectal& are said to have been kill-
ed after yielding as prisoners. Much
41111•1111111111MIZEWIIIIIaghaimgemestallIM1111grain and property have been de-
stroyed.
Turkish regular troops, 'with artil-
lery, were within four miles of Cru-
iniah. August' 15.
There are no signs of the with-
draeval of troops from Persian terri-
tory.
Another report says that the Turks
have • occupied Mervan in Persian
Kurdestau, east of Suleiman's. In a1'
Both Phonon I ga.telegram asking for help the clerg
ird tneabitents of Meriven add Orr awnillinininalinMininsigimeanimasazal
dren in Persian -tillage. Women
have been carried away and a church
desecrated.
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
,eatimatea on flower beds we
will call and atte you. Phone
Sohmaus Bros. for She' largest
and most Complete stock of
Sowers and plants in the city.
Fre• delivery to any
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS,
Marlborough
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Lercated Hotel on
Broesheey. Only ten minutes walk
to 25 leading theatres. • Completely
renovated and transformed in nee,
departinent. Up-to-date in all re-
spects. 1,1 each room.
Four P. su id.] I Diming Rooms




e- dal 1 ni,hcs and Popular Music
- tueapeas Plait. • NS ROMS, 38
1? • tea for Rosen* U.50 and topercd. $2.00 and upara,iiarth bath. Parke. Bedivaga sad Bath$3.00 and uosard., $1.00 exam I•hae tee omeus °cog," a Acetones e'-
WRITE ROOK 147T.
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. M. TIERNEY, Manaser
r .
I ALWAYS READY FOR USE
Try an THEY are simple to
operate; safe and
E I e_c- I turn of-the switch.-
economieal. Ileady at a
Inc I Light PowerThe Paducah







WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2, rITE PAD-MATT kVII:NINT4 8C11.
CLEARANCE SATE OF SUMMER SHOES
AT COCIARAIN'S-
OUR new fall shoes are coming in each day ingreater volume; more room is an absolute
necessity. This is the reason 'for the heavy reduc-
tions on all men's summer shoes. Tte high quality
of our shoes is well known to every man in Paducah,
but the low prices il he a revelation :
114.0n Regent Oxford- i,itent arid gun metal, excur-
sion rates. _ $3.50
$6.00 llanan's paten: kid Oxfords, excursion rates........-4.50
$6.00 Stetson's rgi-tent kid Ox!ords, excursion ri%tes 4.50
Hamin & Stetson Tan Oxfords, excursion rates. 4.00
Regent $350 Tan Oxt..t ds, excursion rates. 2.50
Boys' Tan 12 50 Oxfords, exeurziron rates__ 1.75
Boys' Tan 12.00 Oxfords, excursion rates. ..... 1.50
Boys' Patera heather 12.50 and $2.00 Oxfords, excur-
sion ruteA. $1.75 Anil 1.50
70 pairs Men's and Boys' Canvas Shoe and





that she neee not worry any more in
Ave least, that I was certain to be
e:ected governor of. Teas.
"After I was. inaugurated as goy-
lernor I happened to pick tkp the local
FAVOR AMENDING FEDKRAre paper at Austin. and in giving an
CONSTITUTION. account of the inauguration, atten-
tion was called to the fact thet'l was
i(he twenty-third governor of Texas.
Now do you blame me for havingSt. Iuut ftushws Men's Assnclation 
; ',etch feelings and euilt utmost faith'Receives. Many Favorable
Heelers. 
lin the fieuris 237"
I Endorsed fly the County."Tbe moat mew* remedy in Ot-
eego ceunty, aud :he best friend ofSt. 'Louis, Aug. an.---Charles F. 3iv family," writes Wm. M. Diets, ed-Zlebota, president tef the West Ent' itor and publisher of the Otsego
BUSIOWs Men's aissasiation, eho re- Journal, Gilbeetaville, N. Y., "is Dr.
cently sent b ttere to the governersIKInit's_New Wexner/. It has proved
of various; states asking their opinion to be an infallIale cure for coughs
oa the advisability of ceiling a _ lia. and colds. Making short work of the
worst of thee. We always keep a hot.*tonal conetitu3ieuul coneention has
tie in the house. I believe it to beup to last night recelsed seventeen the 
most valuable prescription
'gelilies and sixteen of the ga‘artlaaa known for Lung aril Throat diseas-
favor the plan. Gov. Shelton, of Ne-
braska, doe not believe it a good
idea. Gov. It. E. Glenn, of North
Carolina, has written offering iris
hearty co-operation wad says some-
thing must be dose to settle the con-
eroversy between tire state and fed-
eral courts. Gov. Cummings, of lows,
favors the plan and suggests that n
proper method of procedure would be
to have a sufficient numate oT states
ask congress to call sueli a conven-
tion.
"Everyiedy Should Know"
says C. 0. Hays, a prominent easiness
man of Bluff, Mo., that Burkiena,Ar-
niert-Salve is the quickest and surest
healing salve ever applied to a sore,
burn or wound, or to a eel" of plies.
I've used it and know what I'm talk-
ing about." Guaranteed. by all drug-
gists.
GOVERNolt WHO DOTES ON
NI'MBER TWICNT1aTHREE.
--- -
Waco. Tex.. Aug. 2e.-"Tae num-
ber '23' has not /he same meaning
with me that it has with the average
person," rays Gov. Tam Campbell.
"On the other hand it is almost
sacred with me. Let me tell your
_wily memories twine around this
number for me. •
"In the first place I was marriee
when wag 23 years- of age, and the
number If for no,other reason than
this his prerlous memories. But_thia
is not all. -
"Three years ago. I was i.nvited to
Dallas to speak at the legislatfae ban-
quet, three other gentlemen. besides
myself being invited to speak to tpt.
toast, 'If I Were Gcatertusa: eat all
of thani aceeked. Well, when _I
reached Dallas and went to the hotel,
without even suggesting It I was as-
signed to room 231 I accepted it as
a good omen and.occupiert it while I.
was there.
"I went to tha banquet, which was
In the Oriental hotel, and titter being
shown- my seat. I turned over my
plate, and to my surpAten and pleas:
ure I found that the number of my
plate els 23. I almost leiped for
joy, but del not mention the tact to
nueone. Ms time to speak came at
11 o'clock, whint was e wen , -
third hen:, and. I knew that I would
be elected governor. if I lived. When
I reached home, I told my wife of
the circumstances, and assured her
es." Guaranteed to 'liner disappoint
the taker. Sold by all druggists.
Price- 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
TREE MAKES A FIGHT FOR :LIVE
--_ -
by Ants and tither oars
a Jamaica elaple Still
Lives and Grime.
_
Brooklyn. N. Y., Aug. .2*----Thera
ts a tree on Itorkaway road, near
Fulton street, Jamaica, which. be-
cause of its tenacity to life. Is the
ar of resilenes and passersby. It
a Norway maple, probably not
more than fifteen years old, measur-
ing over a yard in circumference
about the trunk, the wood hal; rotted
completely through in one spot, while
a fold, • well sapped, measuring at
the narrowest probably not more
than two inches thick, is the channel
through which !eaves and roote com-
municate. All this inside is the
home of big black ants, which have
bored big boles into it. Other pare-
dtes, Invisible to. the naked' ele, are
.aso there. Really, the whole side of
the trunk is corroded.
Yet the top of the tree is ait green
and fluorishing atr-ans tree could be.
There are practically no dead leaves
or boughs anl the tree gives every
s'att'ot perfect health throughout.
Beside/I titling rotted _beneath, how-
ever. three Tf the -biggest limbs 01
the ttee haws ben broken off in times
gone by, and the present follege is
on their descendant shobts, which
nee about as thick as one would flnd
on the.ordinotly stiliow after its top
has been sawed off. The tree looks as
it it could stand a good siega yet.
Attie ked
"'Legume as Tiw• Man"
is an expression as old as the race.
No -doubt the rising, and setting of
foe sun is the most regular perform-
ance in the., universe. unless it is the
action, of the liver and bowels when
regulated with Dr. King's New Life
Pals. Guaranteed by all druggists.
2.5c.
Ethel (sobbing)-- Oh, dear, father
disapproved of George, and I'm
afraid he will succeed in finally driv-
In him away. Maud- He
ta1 with him. Is he? Ethe:-- No. Ile
)orrows money of him!-Somerville
.Tottrnal. -
lisp sale -vant ade. for results.
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Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The foll9wing papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal Louisville Time,
, The Cernmercial-Appeal at Louis itepillaie
Tee Paeord-Herald „ • Chicago 'Examiner
Ths (001,C-DPI:ot,crat Chicager Tribune
" • Tee Pent-l)lspiach Nashville American
, - s Tie News-Scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star Chronicle Chteagb Daily News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Register Office, 523 Broadway
slayer
Necktie.
SIXTH Ot TR %GE IN TWO WEFKS.
C.hicago. Aug. 28. - -The biggest
ii hunt in the history of the ('en-
west is in progress through the
ash and sand dunes about the
an of Gary. Ind,
have thousand armed men, led by
.10:Mounds, are scouriag the coun-
try about Gary, in search of a wretch
who 'attended and murdered Lizzie
Schrader, the nine-year-old daughter
of William S. Schrader.
A leash of bloodhounds, owned by
V. E. Farley. postmaster at Crown
Point. under his direction, followed
the trail of the murderer for a dist-
ance of 12 miles in northwesterly di-
rection from the scene of the crime,
and leading in a winding way
through the underbrush until they
came to a road a mile east of the
Hammond railroad yards, where the
scent was lost. The bloodhounds
were on the trail (ruin 12 o'clockeao
hours afar the slender was discov-
ered, until 6 o'clock last night, when
the arms. of hunters was formed for
further seiceh.
Shah outrage In The, Weeks.
The tee ( e of liarnmone• under c -ip-
tain Austgen, the police of East Chi-
eago teeter Ceptain Higgans. the po-
lice of Whiting under Captain Law-
len and the sheriff's post* under S.
S. Carter are leading four divisions
of preetically the entire population
ef Gary, Tolleeton and the eurround-
lug country. The brutality of th,
deed and the fact that this was the
sixth outrage of the kind within the
past two weeks have served to arouse
the popular feeling to a high pitch.
Every foot of ground within 12
miles of Gary has been searched, and
twO arrests have been male but there
Is little hope that the real criminal
has feen apprehended, and the
search continues.
The tragedy reached its climax
when the mother, seeking her child
found the bruased and bleeding little
body lying in a clump of bushes on
the lonely prairie, a mile west of her
home. •
Takes Fatrwrat Lunch.
%Thant Schrader, the father of a
family of nine children, is employed
by the Pennsylvania company, in the
sand pita between Gary and Tolleston
Ile goes to work at .. 3 o'clock eveey
morning, and at 9 o'clock „some mem-
ber of the family. carries his lunch
to him. .This duty generally tell to
Lizzie, the second In age among the
chtidrert.
Yesterday morning, as was her
custom. Lizzie left the home and took
her father his lunch. She played
about the pits, for a abort time, and
then left for her home, going by one
of the sparsely settled paths that:
lead, from the pits to Gar).
- Mother Came Too hate.
Growing impatient at the . child's
delay, the mother started for the pit,
calling for the child as he 'went
along the path, Midway she came
upon her daughter's garments, and
snpposing the girl had gone into the
bushes to pick - berries she entered
the tangled underbrush- Zit calling
to her.
Proceeding A short, distance she
heard moans, and parting the bushy*
?AIR EXCHANGE.
A New Back for an Old-One-How
It Is Done in Paducah,
The back aches at times with a
dull, indescribable, feeling, making
you weary and melees; piercing
paitis shoot across the region of the
kidneys, and again the
,
 loins are so
lame to sloop is agony. No use to
le
this condition. You cannot reach
the cause. Exchange the bad back
for a new and stronger one. Follow
the example of this Paducah citizen.
Mrs. alias. Jones, of 1148 North
Thirteenth street; Paducah, Ky.,
.vs: , "I have, suffered severely
!h a lame. and aching bark. At
Ares I felt as though I was hardly
le to get around and, often In the
erring, I would feel quite dizzy. I
d known of Doan's Kidney Pills
my mother had used them years
GREAT MAN RUNT ibefore her looked upon the form ofher little glri. Seemingly aroused .(' FLEET WILL LEAVE
her mother's shrieks over the awful ,
1
IS IN PROGRESS diacovery the .child opened her eyes.Just as the fraRtic mother reached
down to take the little mutilated
body in. her arms the girl died.
Crazed at the tragedy that had be-
Indiana Posse of .5.000 is in fallen her the mother dropped the
body of her child and ran shriekingP nit ursu.
to the pla,ce where her husband was
t work, Hearing her cries Schtlider
ran to meet her, and as she told him
of Ohl. Who Tore Off His in broken and Incoherent sentences
litaining With Hogs of her discovery he called to his corn-
on Ills Trail. minions and they rushed to the place
where the girl lay. lie carried the
child to their home and notified the
police,
Dr. George W. Hoskins, the coro-
ner, chanced to be in Gera at the
ti d h  ' me an e sentto rown Point,  the
county seat, for the sheriff and the
bloodhounds, standing guard over
the belly of the chile for two hours
until the sheriff and hi,: dogs arrived.
(Bat Fights For Her Life.
Evidences of a struggle Fere seen
everywhere. Young as the girl was,
she evidently realized the fate that
threatened her and made a strong
tight for her. life.
In the struggle the girl tore the
necktie from her assailant, and this
was found tying near the place of the
murder. This was the only clue, and
from phi,the bloole ,eteis took the
scent.
ASK ()lit/SUMS
NIGHT 11111DElle Do NOT ASS.4ULT
MAN ( ‘1,11.:11) OUT.
eh-rely Waded et, hum. if He Had
Sold Sinn" Independent Tobacco
-He Denied.
Cadiz, Ky., Aug. 25. --Rock Castle,
a little village on the Cumberland
rtver, ten mitre west of here, was
paid a visit a few ulgbts ago by the
"night riders," but no harni was
done. About 1 o'clock that night, a
crowd of men, about twenty-five in
mental.. came into the little town
walking, very quietly. They came
from down the river, and were in
three squads, only a short distance
apart, containing about eight in a
squad.
The first squad came down the hill
and passed the store of Johnson
HendrIelf, and stopped near a corner
just below; the next squad stopped
in an alley just above the store of
Mr. Hendrick. and the third squad
stopped in front of his store and ho-
tel. After stationing themselves they
fired a few shots into the air, after
which they called to Mr. Hendrick to
come out, lie came to the door and
they asked him something about
shipping some independent tobacco
from a landing a few miles below.
assured them that' he had not.
all that they. had been misinformed'
He offered to call his wife and prove
It by bes, but they assured him ilea
they were willing to take his word.
Then tie y asked him to come and
go with, them up on theatill a short
distance as they wanted to talk to
him further. He asked them to let
him drese, but they informed him
that that was not necessary, and car-
ried him along as he was in his dght
clothes, lie was gone about twenty
minutes and returned. He says they
did not touch him in any way, and
every indiaation bore out this elate-
ment, and that they only talked to
hint about the tobacco that they had
heard he had Shipped. There is,
however, a general opinion that other
questions than the tobadto 'Incident
were dialled at the conference after
they left the house.
The crowd then departed quietly,
and nothing further was heard from
them.
so I procured them at Dulloia
& Co.'s drug store and began
siug them as directed. They aim-
, rild wonders for me in relieving
of My suffering. I feel that I
Allot say too uch in their favefr."
Por sale by II Alders. , Price all
nth. 'Foster- lihurn eo., Buffalo
New York Sole aflia for the Unlead
States.-
aftenuothey fife
Dream Saves Damage Suit,
assington. Ky., Aug. 28.-Through
a dream Sarnufl Howard, chief ober-
ator for a telegraph company' hers
probably- saved the company a dam-
age suit. A message was received
from Oklahoma, addressed to W. B.
elite of this rity„. but no such per-
son could he found.
owar Was thinking of the mes-
sage when he went to bed, and he
dreamed that It was for W. Bush
Nelson, a grain dealer. As coon as
he reached the office next mgining he
sent the telegram to Nelsah, who
read It and accepted it as corning for
him.
Nelson expected the telegram the
afternoon before, but said thee4laY
had not caused any igeonvenience.
Had the telegram not ben delivered
it would have meant a loss of several
thousand dollars to, him.,
ABOUT DECEMBER
Plan,. tor Departure Eire Coin-
•
pletelY Outlined.
Colliers :Lad Floating Machine Shops
to AccOmpany Battleships on
Tour,
•
TORPEDO) BOATS NO TROUBLE.
Washington. D C., Aug. 28.-Act-
nit Secretary Newberry returned to
Washington from Oyster Bay bring-
ing official details of the projected
cruise' of the battleship fleet to the
Pacific.
Evers thing will be in readiree
for the fleet to sail on December I,
and the dateof the departure will bo
between December 1 and 15. All of
*be orders to the heads of bureaus
sire of a, verbal character. As ar-
rangod. the itinerary provides for
ten knots an hour, which is tegarded
an the most economic speed for the
fleet.
This will permit the colliers to ac-
ompany the fleet for part of the
voyage mi the Atlantis. Fide. Start-
ing with their blinkers filled with
• I, the ships will require in add!
thou Vete:ail tons, not counting the
(oat that will be burned by the tor
pedo boats, %%latch will bt., provided te
merchants en route.
Many Colliers Are Needed.
This great supply of coal must he
provided by collier... Four small co.
hers, the Hannibal, Marcellus. Sterl-
ing and Nana-ham carrying 2,2-00 tons
each, will aecompany- the fleet. to
Trinidad, and five large colliers, the
Ajax, Alsare.enda, Brutus, Caesar and
Nero, carrying 4.40a tons each, will
go as far as Rio Janeiro.
It will be necessary to charter
twelve additional collier*, and fuer
of these will meet the fleet at Sandy
Point, Magellan straits; four at Cal-
lao, Peru, and four at atagdaletia
bay. Each of the colliers will carry
6,000 tons of coal.
It is the Int.eition of the navy de-
partment to buy as murh American
as poiseible, but In eonie instances
foreign coal will have to be used. 'Ile
character of the tiagpedo boats makes
it possible for them to coal at regu-
lar stations devoted to commercial
steamers,
Floating Machine, Shop Going.
The Panther, earrying a full ma-
chine shop, and the Culgoa and the
Glacier, sopply ships, will accompany
the fleet the entire voyage.
Magdalena bay will be reached
about March 9, according to plans,
bet the itinerary at this point gives
ten days additional. Target en-setae+,
there will continue for about a month
Some of -the battleships then will go
to Paget sound and part to Sae Fran-
cisco. Nothing has been settled con-
cerning the return of a part or all
of the fleet, and probably will not
be settled until sixty days Biaadeane.
of the actual return.
Old Lady tin tears, to chemist)--
WI - will you pole:Su my dear lit-lit-
tie Fide? He's in sucIa-such agony'.
Chemist (politely) -With pleasure,
Madam. Old Lady (Indignantly)
With Pleasnre, you nasty, unfeeling
man! Their you shan't do :t! --Tit-
Bits.
vo ins y laugh ap tookarerth* aft
”fton 1 -eitals out of the
The Limit of Life.
The most eminent medical scien-
tists are unanimous in the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation
of human life is many agars below
the attainment _possible with the ad-
vanced knowledge of which the race
is now possessed. The crittpal perioa,
that determines its dartstIon, seems
to be between 50 and 60; the prop-
er care of the body during this de-
cade cannot he too strongly urged:
carelessness then being fatal to lon-
gevity. Nature's best helper after 50
Is Electric Bittett, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes eve's' or-




Paris, Tex , Aug C. Smith,
who was horn 30 miles from Cairo.
but who now lives on a farm
near Paris, asserts that he was the
fireman son the first locomotive that
entered the city of-Chicago. -ITTS-age
bas clouded his memory. but he be-
lieves that We- year w,as laa7. inc.
engine was attached to-a special train
On which officials of the Illinois Cea
tral rode.
Smith was living in the rural d
filets of Illinois when conetre
work on the track opened. Beene
stalwart farmer lad with plenty t,
muscle and endurance, he easily g
a position with the steel gang. T
building of the ralleoad was push
with great v:Itor. At the conclusi
oP the construction work Smith A
offgred the fireman's position on e
engine whieh had been selected
draw the first train over the new Ii
Naturally. he accepted. as the re
justified the risk, The Illinois fa -
anti has iMporteri from 'England
engine a'lid the engineer came acrr
the seas with it. Wood was the it'
that fired the hollers.
Tho trip from Crilra to Chien.
tares advertised remarkably Oa fe:





I Another advanCe in diamonds is predictedthis La Save paying the advance by se-lecting your diamonds now. Pay a few dol-
lars each month, if you desire to do io, and
have your diamond paid tor by Christmas
and never miss the money. It is unneces-
sary to speaK of the quality of our diamonds,
as our reputation as diamond merchants
has been established for the past ten years.
The finest line in the city to select from.
Select Your Diamonds Now







Pia, 114 I ,,.•
ever, preferred a long-distance rather;
than a close-range view of the loco-1
motive. Scarcely any tine ap-
proached nearer than 50 feet. It wise,
the general impression that the en-I
gine would explode or Jump the trails i
long before Chicago wig reached.
But not an accident nuirTed the ini-
t:al trip.
Two days were
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"Jimmy, )(Ju ought to pia)
tricks like the Katzenjammer Kids."
can't think of nuthin' funny.
Mr. Nexdore."
, "You might drop your fall.
for the lawn mower down the well."---Wit
eieweee:iugten Herald.
1
Smith remained in the service of; No matter how much a inan'e f_
the alinois Central two y sere. Theierat cootslt saves him a tot of
of the. raiirose ',eked upen ' ,f',
e
Ask the Childreq Where to, Buy
School Books and School Supplies
There Will be a Reason for Their Answer.
If you listen to Them you will deal with
D. E. WILSON
The Book arid Mush; Alan.
Why not come to us at  first. We have what
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Tetra security to iffrpoxiS Ore $2511,o00
Accounts' or individuals and firms eolleited. We appreciate
we'iall WS well lia large de positore and accord to all the same
reourteous treat-meet. 0.1/1' :a-- titre: 4...
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 









Tilt SUN PUBLISHING CO.
IN COSI POR crras
F. M. FISHER. Freud at.
M. J. PAXTON. General Manages 
Untered at the postoffice at 1Pa4atialk




Hy carrier, per week  .10
By mail, per month in advance... .25
By mail. per year. in advance... .62.60
THE IA KJINKLY SUN
Per year, by mail. postage paid. .51.00
Address THE BUN, Paducah, Ky. 
Diner,. 116 south Third. Phone lit
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
York, representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:








1 3920 17 3903
2 3895 18 3906
3 3195 19 3914
5 1006 20 1939
6 *14 22 3929
7 *99 23 3923
9 1994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3911
31 3878 26 3930
12 3435 27 3938
13 3918 24  3905
e... IS  3911 30 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total 101.923
July average 3  920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E J. Paxton.
general manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
The circulation of The Sun for the
month of ltey, 1907. Is true to the
beet of his knowredge and belief. ,
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Publ:c.




"Cbaracter is the fruitage of daily
choice."
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor-Augustus K. Will-
son, of Lot-Lavine.
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H
Onx, of Mason county.
For Attorney General-James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor-Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken eounty
For Secretary of Stete_ Dr.
L. Bruner. of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
etructfee-J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
.--N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court ce. Appeals-
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature-George 0. Me-
Broom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen-T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Menke G. M. Oehischlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin. W. T. Miller.
Councilmen- Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
rfeh ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
6010411 Trustees- First ward, W. M.
Karnes, Second ward, W. J. Nils:
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward.
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker:
Sixth ward, J. C. Fariey and Ed
Morris.
Ben
Maybe that was the fire the-mind
reader told Chief. Wood about.
Another_ bomb plot Was foiled in
Portugal. Sometimes we think the
European police discover- pine:, just
to prose their vigilance and value
Eiride'ntly the asphalt trust's lobby
tell down in Venezuela.
Yes. indeed. Paducah would be a
good place for the farmers to Resem-
ble Intl dispose or-their crops. '
BRYAN ON TAFT.
We were afraid Taft'e e;reech would
sw.i win the unqualified approval of
William .Tonninee Bryan. W. J. B
was shocked to learn that Taft is a
protectionist, and believes in a tariff
wall, erufficiently high to make up
the difference between the cost of
production in Europe. where labor
Is cheap. and the cote of
product iota in the United states at a
wage. affording a comfortable living
to the laborer W. J. B. is disgusted
With Taft's declaration that the tariff
must be revised by its friends. Bryan
think.? It should be revised by its
enemies, who would reduce the
price of commodities, regardless of
the fact that tb-e. ftrafessential isLhe
reduction of the COM of production,
the biggest item of Which comprises
the wages of laborer*.
Then., Bryan doesn't seem to hear
"a elear bugle note in 'favor of re-
perm Bryan has been winding
cies bugle notes 'trtsde tonguing
the political Immo during two ad-
ministrations, and be has an ear for
music. Bryan's idea of a "clear
bugle note" is the declaration of an
abstract principle, unfettered to
practicalfility akol conditions. His
bugle note is just a sound, which
makes his figure of speech exact.
The truth is, the tRepublican party
ever has looked to the protection of
business interests, including the ad-
justment of economic coudttions so
that the laborer is given the oppor-
tunity to exact the bigtest wages.
nence. the protective policy and the
declaration that the tariff must be
revised by its friends. Taft is the
exponent of this doctrine, which
would weed out the evils grown up in
our industrial system, and at the
same time, leave standing the harvest
of a decade of sound financial and
political policy.
Every working man in' the United
States is living better than he did
ten years ago, has more comforts and
greater opportunity for laying up
money.
Bryan represents a pessimistic
element, that sees nothing good in
ceaditions, and makes money by
standing on the platform and de-
claring that he doesn't. From the
first "clear bugle note" he sounded
through his silver trumpet at the
Chicago conweution. until he tooted
the roundelay of federal ownership
of railroads, as he walked down the
gangplank of a trans-Atlantic steam-
er a year ago, Bryan has been prac-
tising Populistic airs and Bodalistle
harmonies. He dislikes Taft's attii
tude, because Taft keeps always in
mind the preservation of a stable
equilibrium in economic affairs
Bryan would not temporize thus.
He would not follow the scriptural
injunction, "If thine eye offend thee,
pluck it out." He would kill the
body for the offending eye.
The country has not forgotten
Bryan and his heresies. Taft played
good politics when he attracted the
attention of the leader of the Popu-
lists to himself. Our president is
sure to be the antithesis of Dryanism
The only way the latter could ride
into office would be on a wave of
financial disaster, but unfortunately
for Democracy, her presidents have
been more successful in producing
panics than in tionefitting by them.
Canada and Ireland are to be con-
nected by wireless telegraph. That's
all right; but when telepathic con-
nection is accomplished to tween the
two °Dictates, England had better
look alive.
niter Wellman's airship flight
was unsuccessful in locating the nor,
Pole, on account of a rope. attached
to the airship, one end of which was
fastened to the ground. lie will try
again next year with a longer rope,
WHY'
We disclaim any purpose or desire
to discourage any sort of legislation,
Imposing restrictions on the traffic of
the red light, pad the general tOttll.
cii will do right in imposing prohibi-
tion on the introduction of modern
commercial methods of soliciting and
advertising by promenading the pub-
lic streets with male conipani!ansi
but Use suggestion of the efficacy of
such a measure, discloses the woeful
hypocrisy of the whole business
When Judge Reed cleared out Ken-
tucky avenue, the statement was re-
iterated that it Is impossible to get
rid of the women, because of the dif-
ficulty Of proving their characters
Now, we witch to inquire, how their
characters as lewd women are going
to be established in order to punish
them for parading the streets with
men. 'if their characters can be
established eufficiently to punish
them for this, the least wrong thing
they do, why can not their charac-
ters be established in the same way
in the same court in order that they
may be driven from the city?
Knowing that you desire the suc-
cess of the Republican national ticket
in I90S, and knowing that Bryanism
is again to be the issue, with the
leader already finding fault with
Taft for giving "the benefit of the-
doubt" to a business enterprise under
investigation, why ehould. you jeo-
pardise the resell( by failing to sup-
port the state Republican ticket this
fan, the success of which would have
the greatest moral influence in do
tertninIng the result of the fight in
1908? Let us line up Kentucky. for
progress-, and let Mt begin this year.
The Republican party has nominated
the best state ticket that has ever
been presented to the suffragists of
Kentucky.
SLIGHTLY HILIMMOUS.
A hank account Is something yam
weuid have If you Eidn't need it.
Telling a woman the plain truth is
Often to put yourself eta too high a
ply ne with her. "
Color of Them.
Grate widows may, of course. tee blue..
But I have never seen,
No more has any one of yol.
A single ere that's "ereen "
-Philadelphia Press
PADtiCAll &ENING SU),§
MANY SUICIDES Ited him to coUrte her for five yearsand then refused him,1 
"When a girl keeps company welt




Tviente.four Hours et Tragedy in
'That City of Domestic
efelodramns.
IA)VERS AND HUSBANDS KILL
Chicago. III., Aug. 28.-A peculiar
:wiles of tragedies occurred In this
city In the last 24 hours, in which
a husband killed his wife and him-
self, a wife killed her husband and
herself and a lover killed his sweet-
heart and himself, the latter embody-
ing a new phase of an unwritten law.
The first tragedy was one of domestic
infelicity, the second the outgrowth
of despair for the future with pov-
erty stalking the steps of an Orem-
ployed printer and the last a case of
unrequited love.
Charles A. Andrews, a former res-
taurant owner of Elkhart, Ind., shot
and killed Inds Ethel Blaine, of Flo-
ra. Ind., in a room at the Saratoga
Hotel this afternoon apd then mor-
tally wounded iittnvit with the game
revolver. He died while being taken
to a hospital. Andrews and his com-
panion had registered at the hotel
last Saturday as Charles Andrews
and wife, South Read. Ind., but af-
ter the tragedy the pollee learned
from letters In the man's baggage
that the woman was one with whom
he had become infatpated months
ago, and because of her had left his
wife and son and had traveled about
the country with her,
Asphyxiation.
Chtcago, Aug. 28.-In the deaths
of Charles Jacobson, 49 years old,
and his wife, Matilda, 48 years old.
who were found dead from gas as-
phyxlAtion in their bed at their
home last night, the police helicre
they have a murder and suicide mys-
tery. The man was undressed. while
the woman was attired in a wrapper.
The pollee believe this supports their
theory of suicide and murder. It Is
their opinion that the woulaa was the
last one up. and that she turned on
the gas while her husband slept, af-
ter which she lay down on the bed
and awaited the end.
Despondency on the part or both
•y the enforced idleness of the hus-
band, who was a striking printer, it
believed to have been the motive for
the double crIme. Jacobson has not
worked since the typographical
strike of two years ago, and when the
funds of the strikers were stopped a
year ago both are said by neighbors
and friends to have become down-
hearted.
After Five Years' Courtship.
Chicago. Aug. 28. In the presence
of her mother. sister and brother.
Satter, yesterday, fatally shot his
sweetheart, Hattie Mateche who had
ji:ted him. Then, turning the revolver
upon himself, be inflicted a wound
which will end his own life.
Stotler insists .he was justified In
shooting the girl because she permit-
SHIRT REDUCTIONS!
Al the New Store
NEGLIGEE and out-
ing shirts have now
been added to the ava-
lanche of super-values





there is a refinemetn *
about the patterns and a
smartness of cut which is
• not found in the ordi-
nary run. litre arc thc
prices, for dash :
11.50 Negligee Shirts .....$1.20
2.00 Negligee Shirts .._ 1.60
2.50 Negligee Shirts   2.00
3.00 Negligee Shirts 2.23
3.50 Negligee Shirts 2.63
See them in the
windows.
1 IN THE COURTS  t
In li.uskrupt.y.
John Rock and F. W. Katterjohn
have filed a petition in the bankrupt-
cy court, as setting up the priority
of a lien on the steamer Monie
Batter to secure a claim of $3,635.33.
They allege that they paid off notes
amounting to that sum, and that the
Paducah Furniture company, owner
of the boat, executed notes to them
to make good the amonnt. •
laCounty Court.
The state liquor license. of Thomas
Boyle was transferred to (hear Den-
ker, lud a change of location front
e00. North Eighth street to 74-1
North Eighth street made.
In Police Court.
E. D. Hood, charged with abusing
his wife, was fined $5 and costs in
police court for using profanity, and
the fine suspended during his good
behavior.
Will Thomas fined $1 and costs
for being drunk.
Deeds Filed.
George Troutman to J Bou:den,




against Fred Montgomery for dl'. 
andthe restoration of her notelet
name, Moiler Pryor, allege:,
and inhuman treatment' Th.






Frankfort, Ky., Aug, 28. (Special)
-The state board of election com-
missioners today appointed J. S. Rows
as the Democratic and W. W. Farley
as the Republican election commis-
sioners for McCracken county to con-
duct the election in November.
GRANT'S OLD REGIMENT
WILL MEET IN ocronEtt
Terre Haute, Ind., Aug. 28 -Capt.
M. A. Ewing. of Neoga, Ill.. makes
the announcement that the annual re-
union of the Twenty-first Illinois reg-
iment, which General Grant took Into
the civil war, twill be held in Paris.
October S and 9. General Fred Grant
tee sent word that if he Call do ete
he will be present.
Death in Wild Ride.
Pittsburg, Aug. 28.-John Burton
head of the Burton 'Automobile com-
pany. Is dead, and Herbert O'Neill
Quarts, of the Ruseell Engine com-
pany, Is dying as a result of a wild
automobile ride on the Grant boule-
vard at 3 o'clock this morning. They
were en route home with Burton and
Quart standing in the rear of the
machine. Going at whirlwind speed.
the car flew into a curse and Burton
and Quartz were hurled out.
Horse Killed in Sewer Trench.
A fine bay horse valued at $1,75
belonging to John and Mike Isetnan,
fell into the exeavationa-for sewer
district, No. 2, yesterday afternoon
about 2 o'clock and injured itself.
The. horse was hitched to a scraper
used in filling teenclies. The horse
was wedged in on his back and was
with difficulty lifted out. This
morning the horse died and it is pre-
sumed of internal injuries.
Biggest Balloon in Flight.
Philadelphia, Pa., What
is said to be the largest balloon fe
America made a successful Recension
for the first- time today; tarrying six
paesengers. The balloon, at a late
hour last night, bad not been heard
from. The ascent was eondu-ted by
Samuel G King of this city, a veter-
an aeronaut, who built the balloon,
and- the passengers were chiefly
members of the Ben Franklin Aero-
nautical society.
Cell Menaces Gaitynor's Life.
Macon, Ga., Aug. 28.-The iilliteicl
Staks circuit court of appeals has or-
dered John F. Gay-nor, under sent-
ence for the Savannah harbor frauds
and in jail here pending appeal, to be
allowed to visit Indian Springs for
the benefit of his health. Gaynor will
i
be accompanied by two deputy sher-
, iffa and will pay all the expenses. The
ohange is neceseary, Gaynor's physi-




Hotel Proprietor- Has not the
men in No. 16 received his hill yet?
ad Walter- Certainly! Fifteen
antes ago. Strasel4 i.hteek hirtuatill
• sing tn efer
r •
WEDNESDAY, AUGEST
QUALITY IN MEN'S FURNISHINGS
APPRECIATING the im-
portance of choice, new
haberdaehery to the well
dressed men we clothe, we have
gathered from the best makers
the cleanest and brightest line
of men's furnishings of quality
the town has ever seen.
Qualify is Upp2rmost in This
Department
Quality assures satisfaction in
wear and looks. Quality makes
a customer and quality keeps
a customer. That's one rca-
son why ours is the largest and
busiest furnishing department in Paducah. For the best that's to be
had in men's toggery at modest prices, we're at your service.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION STORE CARD"
323





ANNoN NOT ceettio t'l `.--•
FOR Tile: \I))uI.rI
Alexandria Bay, N. Y., Aug. 28.-
"Am I a .cand.date for the Republl-
ens nomination for president? No, I
have not the bee, personalty, Would
I accept the nomination? No citizen earn,
ever has declined it or ever will. I
would rather contribute to making
the next session of congress a ear-
cess, so that my party will deserve
and win success in 1908, than have
the presidency tendered to file on a
go:den salaer."
Representative J. G. Cannon of I:-
Ifnois, speaker of the lase house and
undoubtedly destined to be speaker
of the next, the country's "Buell
and the choice of his state for
the nomination as Mr. Roosevek's
seccessor. said this with great ear-
nestnees today to your representative.
who had intercepted him here on his
summer holiday.
"RAFFLES" OF PENNSYLVANIA.
%Von Bred Physician Gets Five Years
for Robbery.
0
Westchester, Pa., Aug, 28.--Judge
Butler today sentenced Dr. Benja-
min Holbrook. who was convicted of
robbing schooltiouka and railway
stations, to five years' Imprisonment.
Holbrook may well be called the
"Raffles" of Pennsylvania. Ott many
occasions, a well-bred, courteous phy-




At Paducah in the State of Ken




Loans and diarovnta . .
Or Mrafts,areured and unsecured
17.S. Bond. to secure Oren ail-to
Merekanoise seeaust . .
811"danstalle°uffig aouseti.",;nicrulture. ' and Si.
Debts la suit. .... .
Other real estate owned 
Vim Hein of•tional Banks toot Re-
serve amen,' 
Due from atat- banks and bankers
Due firnm approved nearer. agents
Cheeks and other ease item, 
Itetna in transit
NOtrtl of usher National Ranks
Fractional paper currency, nickels




Le•tal- tender notes 7.003 90
Redemption fend with U. S. tr•as-
urea (5 per cent of circulation...-.
Total  . 11-
snle,ITTIR
Capital stock paid in 
Surplus fund-. ....
Undivided profits, leas expenses and
National Rank notes outstanding
Doe to otter National Banks 
Dee to state banks end banker.. ..
Due to TraillaCompanies and Saviags
Sank. 
Indivklua, deposits subject'techeek
Time certincsies of depo51$  




























comity of McCracken 
I, Rd Atkins, Cashier of the seeve-
earned bank, do eoheanly serear quo tbe seinj•
statement is tune to tile beat Of MY knowledgeand belief Pio 1., Averse.
• Csshiara. sworn to before otr tbis 27-th
d .y vf Ikapsg. BIM
WARRIN P. 11101111116 Notary Public,
MeCrisetten Coun,y Reatueky.
My comrelaismn ex Iles at the end of the
Seat session el the negate.
att met attestTileATKINS.
city.
hind a spanking team -re paying a starting two lieurs iictort2 !ht,
visit to some of the neighbors. By
ght the (lector became an auda-










Lynn, Macs., Aug. 28.-Miss stakti-
ise Fairchild has been appointed
justice of the peace hy Governor
Guild,•She is only 21 years old and
is the daughter of Henry C. Fair-
child of the fashionable Highlands
district. She is ,the first woman to be
ethic which will proceed under easy
steam to Quienstown In °rite. to
give the Lucent& time to eminelt its
passengers and get away.
The Lnsitania leave for
Queenstown at 10 a. m. September 8.
Then probably _will commence the
contest from Daunt's Rock to Sandy
Hook.
The Lucaela should he on the
(men Atlantic doing 21 knots with
three hours' start when the Lustta-
la emerges from Queenstown, but,
treeeling at the rate of 24 knots, the
con % eers Atterict fa 
latter'pl
cb





PPPointed a justice of the peace la to be driven at its
Lynn. In the fall of 1905 she entered its maiden voyage viii
the law Retool of Bostoa aniversity, cania a sporting ehancg
from which she will be graduated at first at New York. Both
booked full up.
the next commencement. When she
entered Boston university she took a
leading part in the dramatics of the
reboot, In the initial performance of
the dramatic society she took a lead-
ing part' in the legal play of "The
Magistrate,•' where she made a hit
bothen her dramatic art and her in-
terpretations of Arthur Pinero's
ideas. After her graduation she in-
tends to prart ice Lew - in Lyon and hour, and taken to the *knotty jell.will be the Irst woman lawyer in the 9
he promptly gave ball and this





GRAB AND ROB GREEK ON TRAIN
Bandits Turn Bold Trick at Sycamore-.
and The* Escape.
Sycamore, Ill., Aug! 28.-Much ex-
ettenteat was caused in, Sycamore-fit--
day by two bandits, who held up
George Papakirlaitgos. a Greek, on
Chi-ago 'and Nortbwesteern train
that. was standing St the watering
tank.. The Greek was en route to
['tab and was seated in the rear
coach, when two men grabbed him
by the throat and went through his
clothes before the eyes pf other pas-
sengers. By the time an Interpreter
could be obtained and Papakiriakos
could explain that he had keg his




Asheville, N. C., Aug. 28.---Judge
Pritchard. In the United States, cm-
cult court, ma a long expected opinion
annoueeed today in the rate case of
the Southern railway , against the
corporatket commission' and the at-
_! PI" torney-getteral of North Carolina.
97451400 upholds the jurisdiction of the court
in the issuance of the recent injuries
tioneltpainst officials during the'rail-
road rate controversy, and declares
Mit the suit is not one against the
state within the Meaning of the elev-
enth amendment to the federal eon-
stitntion. That amendment holds
the judicial power of the United
Status shall not extena to wiz- suit
against a /date or Citizens of another
state.
seeeee Teel on the (wean.
Landon, Aug. 2t4.---.There is great
Interest in a projected 'speed test
between the steamers Lucania and
Lusitania on the letter's maiden At-











Nab First Woman Scorcher.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 2S.---ihirs
T. A. Jacobs, of W'aueau, holds the
distinction of being the first woman
in Wisconsin to be fined for auto
scorching. She was arrested Sattir-
day night while riding with her
friend at the rate of 23.6 miles an
morning in the district court wae
fined $10 and costs. She paid the
fine, jumped into her auto, and rode
away.
The more popular a man is with
himself the lees popular he ia with
other people.
RI PORT OF THE CONDITION
- -OF 15W
FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
At Paducah, in the State of Ken-




I,oass and dtiteounts • 565,570 IsOverdrafts, secured and unsecuret.. 1 347 211 S. °owl* to secure circulation..Hondo. 'securities, etc ..... ...nauki an hoase furniture and
New handing actouut 
. 
.
Due Moat Latlonal banks (not n-ear% $11111ta ) .. . . ..






SiteDos from approve° T.ILL0t 444 egenta. 156.ee3 Checlus sod other cash Darns ........3,872 asNotes of other National Ranks  14 016 enFractionai paper curreucy, statuesand cepa ...• . ... _ . 2141 17LAwrnt. Mossy R . le ease,
/specie 22.010 00
Letsl.tendar notes 7 ceto oo-- 29,000 00Redemption fund with U. Treas-urer (5per etas. et circulation)  , 35ib 00
-Total . . memo 54
LIABIL17116.
Capital stock paid In $ execon eaSurplus fund . • too,00n ooDont vided prof! ta, len expenses and
taxes raid . . .. St 73: 18National Bank some outetstiding Ninon 00Due to other Nat! mat Ranks..   1119 NIliiks bla ye Ranks and 8 tne•rs knit leindividual deposits subject tochock .. . 427.311 kt
Till.s certificates ot deposit . 108,01*Reserved for tazt1s 
41.000 .0
Total .... 11 931 950
state of keyturky,
Cretn•y ot mcerseiree, in•
1, T. A Baker, cash id' of Liu. shoveBatas° ban k.en 'solemnly swear thtt tne Sb ses•atentsnir taunt, kite 16651:1 knowlsilgeand bslief T. A. KEIL tafritle5Stitacribed sod eleven te before tow *Rhday of Attempt, 19M.
PP,Tp PT- itTRAR. Notary Pahlir.





All colors, silk of 'into, priced for this week
Xalf Vrice
$4,110 Parasols._ $2.00 $2.00 Parasol, $1.00





.-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Holt' retence phone 464;
office 175. 
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. 'Phone 196.
-City subscribers to tee Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify out col-
leotors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
'to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
4 • -We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
Air-erica. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
-Kodaks from It so 125. Some-
thing new in the line and all necetial
sary supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1346; new
phone 3e1.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your Lamle going away for
the summer. The address will be
changed its often as desired, and the
rate is only 25e a month.
-Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
cies.
---Gaseline boats for outing par-
ties and bunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
-Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just receiver. Brunson's, 529 Broad-
way.
-J. W. T. Patterson, of 4',15
,North Twelfth street, announces that
in future he may be reached by new
phones 661 or l50.0 instead of old
phones 1161--m or 2099.
-Place your oraers ror weddiag
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
bowing as great an assortment as
you will field any where, at prices
Much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Best and cheapest. We rent bug-
gies, carriages and horses separately.
Both phones 100. Copelahd's Stable
419 Jefferson street.
-Mrs. Samuel taniseeeberry, wife
of the manager of the Western Union
111 graph company. is ill of bowel
Ayoub and in a precarious condi
tied.
---The' lit daughter of Mr. N.
Yopp, of Tenth Boyd st reset's. is
suffering from a bcoken arm, sus-
tained in being thrownfgom a horse.
--The U. S. civil eery' commis-
sion am:mantes examinations this
=district _as follows• ViOcultural
perintendent (male), September 18;
mate, ()sloes/al.:2f marine steam en-
gineer teacher of atipealianical draw-
Jag. Indian eervicta - mitt blacksmeth.
September 25; press feeder (cylin-
der or plate's), government printing
office.
T-The first ehoir rehearsal for the
• • fall seasen at Grace Episcopal church
wilt he held this evening at 8 o'clock.
contest of the Hott (terriers'
union will close tonight. At 8 o'clock
end every hour after until they close
• J. W. Clark will announce how they
stand. Following Is how they stand
to date. Neppie Newburn, 200; Bes-
ale Stone, 106; Berdie Williams,
126; Lillie May Boyd, 10; Lorena
Hall, 6.
Brother of Secretary Root Dies.
Utica, N. Y Aug. 28.-Prof. Oren
Root, professor of mathematics at
Hamilton college, brother of Secre-
tary of State Root, died last night
He was born le Syracuse, N Y., in
1838. and graduated from Hamilton
college In 18a6. He was admitted to
the Wisconsin bar in 18,58. In 1866
he began his career as an educator'
and was cormeeted with the state
univerasity of Missouri and the Pritch-
ett college of Glasgow, Mo., and later
Hamilton college.
Seek to Nominate Deneen.
Springfield, Il.. Aug. 2e.---i4ore
than 11,0414 names have been signed
tt aareitions In , Pearls county to
• the name of Gov. Deneete on the
fl"W UCAll EVENING 8M11.
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
vitiates- of the World.
Mr. Nat. Black, who is visiting his
aunt, Mrs. William Marble, has had
quite i large experience of the world
for one so young. He was reared in
Nashville, Teun., and when quite
young joined' the First Tennessee
regiment and went to the Philippines
where he participated In more than a
dozen engagements with the insur-
gauts. At the end of his enlistment
e4a honorably' discharged and re-
!turned to the states and settled at
San Francisco. After a while there
he took a position with a triage sughr
industry and went to the Hawaiian
Wench' where he spent more than a
year. Than returning to San Frances-
co and remaining for Some time he
entered the civil iserylee and went
again to the Philippines--to Mania;
-where he stayed until about one




It does not take much imtigination
to conjure up what possibilities for
fun and MUSIC lie hidden among the
ee two weeks' visit to Ss-, ss .
liteen (2atele, Ind., and indiatute-
oils. Mre, amis. will remain Its-
1" dame for several days longer.
Mrs, L. B. Hooper and grandson
Boyd Lee, are visiting Mr, and Mrs
E. L. Hooper, of South Ninth street fuming nude in a lily pond in North
Mrs. C. E. 131acknall and daugh- !Riverside park this morning, Mies
LAW' 111.11.1, NiEltel.t11) Voste
-
Police of Wichita, Kan., Capture earl
Among Pond 1,1111es In Park.
ter, Miss Elite, have returned from
Paris and Henry, Tenn., after a
pleaeant visit.
SUSS Florence Perry, of Como,
Tenn., is the guest of Miss Effie
Blackuall, of South Ninth street.
Contractor F. W. Katterjohu went
to Cedar laud this morning to look
after the stone quarries.
Will Craw went to_Calvert City







Bern to the wife of eli James P.
Rayl, of 1204 Broadway, a daugh-
ter.
Mr. J. M. Sexton ha e accepted the
position as, night baggagetnaster at
upion station.
Miss Nelia Hatfield has returned
participated in altelinagMaiia9 sat_alai tape a two weeks' visit to Miss Mary
functions, locluding the receptions to Clark of Hopkinsville.
Miss Alice Roosevelt and Governor sitse Mnl!ts Dagay and awe
Taft.- Ile has traveled extensively in...Robert i, 1722 Harrison street, went
Japan and China. His home now, ana
to Reptou today on a %lea to rela-
for a year past, has been at San Fran- tives.
deco and Oakland. Cal. He married
Mrs. L. Englert, 714 South Ninth
Mrs. Marble's niece, Miss Edna Rit-
street, went to southern Illinois to-
ter who visited Mrs Marble here
toy emops of ola Nuremberg, the era- several years ago and whom many
die of an industry which descends Paducah people remember for het
from father to son, generation-after fine voice and charming manners,
generation, which is the setting Mr.
Sam Morris has taken for his jitter- Barn Dowse
ling success "Toyland.". The story Mr. Robert Bower entertained last
revolves round the supposed suecess--tataht et his house, 166 Farley plaee,
ftil attempt of the old toanotkera with a barn danee for the young
Fritz Heine, to give life to his great-
est work, a doll, carved in the image
of the village belle, Gretchen Schu-
macher, the old man choositie as the
auspiciou* moment for his triumph
the beginning of the 'manual carnival
of toys. Gretchen and her sweet-
heart, Helorich. learn of the ofd
manes plans and while he disguises
himself as atephisto saw dons the
doll's costume, when on pronounc-
ing the mystic words Heitrich steps
forth as the devil, the old man is so
thoroughly frightened that he read-
ily promises to relinquish We soul to
the devil in return for life for the
doll This, of course, is readily
granted and Heinrich brings Gretchen
forth as the doll. They proceed to
make things lively for' the old man
and hie son untileae finally COMPS to
beg aff from his bargain. Heinrich




The modern circus is, as a rule. in
the' hands of worthy and tronoratile
men. they are reliable and agreeable
in bueinees relations. Carl Hagen*
beck and Greet Wall'ace stows com-
bined, are advertised oze appear le
Paducah September 16. They ad'ver-
tise that they will present cerikin
new and marvelous acts. Tbey name
the performers, picture and deserNse
the acts. The people have learn
that this show is an amusement bar-
gain counter, that the Hagenbeck &
Wallace circus invariably- exhibits a
great deal more than advertised.
School Book Lists.
Now ready at D. E. Wilson's, the
1300k and Music man,
•
Notice!
Regular meeting of Rebeccah
lodge No. 17 tonight. All members
are urged to be present, especially the
eta/Um allevece will -beaiettiewe---





afternoon at 3 o'cloc
irtb at the parsionage.
ladies of the Lutheran. ehurc
cordially invited.
ether League.





School Books for Exchange.
Should be brought to us at once. D. today t
B. Wilson, the book and mueic man. W. W.
people of the city. Twelve couples
were present and an enjoyable even-
ing was epeut. Ices were served as
refresh men t s.
In Honor of Vilmitone
Mr. John Danaher will give a
dance this evening at Wallace park
pavillion in honor of Misses Helen
and Rose Danaher, of Nashville,
Tenn.
Wedding Surprises Keel!.
Keel!, Aug 3e. tapeciala e Sur-
prising flees was received here today
when the marriage of Miss Elizabeth
Burrus, of State Law, Tenn., and
Mr if, E. Seaton, formerly of Kevil,
was antemuced. The ceremony took
place Sunday morning at 10 o'clock
at Union City, Tenn., and was a sur-
prise wedding. t'util one week ago
Mr. Seaten was manager of the Kevi
branch of the east Tennessee Tele-
phone company, but resigned and
ent south. Mr. and Mrs. Seaton are
spending their honeymoon on the
:toast of Texas, and they intend to
make their home In Texas. Mr Sea-
ton is ,an energetic young man and
popular. His bride is a pretty young
woman.
Double Wedding.
Miss Maggie I,. Page, of Lone Oak.
and Mr. Thomas B. Elliott. of Love-
laceville. and Miss Lauda Malone and
r. Wallace L. Humprey, of Love-
were.married in Cairo last
Sunday afternoon at 5 o'clock. The
soon* people kept theiromarriage a
secret aind have just announced it to
their friend*. It was a double wed-
ding. Mee Elliott is a pretty blond
and the daughter of Mr. iand Mrs. L.
B. _Page, of Lane Oak, but for many
years lived at Lowes. All of the
young people are well known in the
empty. They will reside near Love
laT'evil he.
-
_Mies Mary Byrd, 1403 Trierb:
street, has returned-from Jonersboro,
Ark„ where she visited her stater,
Mrs. W. H. Hodson. She was accom-
panied home by little Mite Irene
'Hudson.
Messrs. Fendolt Burnett, Ben
Welles.. W. E. Cochran and Sam
Skinner Enjoyed -a day's hunting 'at
La Center yeeteeday5 bagging a to-
of 105 doves.
P. G. Ey-er lent. to Ktittawa
attend the camp meeting.
ra has returned from a
0 
PERHAPS HE OUGHT TO HAVE BEEN.
;4!
Wichita, Kan., Aug. 28. -After
Mona Payton, 19 years old, was sent
home and the photographer, J. .1
ITodd, of this city, was arrested. Toddsaid he wanted to take the picture
'for the girl's head and shoulders atilt
convert it into the picture of a mer-
maid basking in a pond of lilies. He
proposod to enter the photograph in
a prize competition, but the women
of the neighborhood objected to iv
nude model posing in a public park
and called the police. When the pe-
Ike arrived a curious crowd amen'
bled around the pond and had to bi-
driven away before the girl_ could
emerge from the water.
BAND CONCERT EMMY
NIGHT OF THIS WEEK.
day on a visit to relatives.
Mrs. Luna Baker, of Mayfield, was
:in the city this afternoon.
Miss Elizabeth and Master Henry
Ogilvie went to Booneville. Ind., to-
day on a visit to relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. U. A. Sweillo011, 716
Kentucky avenue, went to the, Jame&
to.wn exposition. Baltimore and other
cities in the east oil a leo weeks'
trip today.
Mr. H. A. Mcalary went to Kut-
tawa today after a busineas trip in
the city.
Mr. Robert Guthrie and Mr. Milton
Wallerstein returned this morning
from Fulton, Where they have been
on a bitterly's); trip.
airs. Fannie R. Taylor and daugh-
ter, Mies Audrey Taylor; 919 Clay
street, went to Louisville this morn-
ing to vielt friotule and relatives,
Mr. Fred Boewell, formerly of tais
ray. but now chief clerk to the yard
master at Mobile,-Ala., arrived here
this morning en a visit to friends.
Judge W. .1. Berry and Miss Pea-
sit' Seattle went to Eddyville this
morning to take depositions.
Master Wilson Rudy returned to
his home in Sturgis today. after a vis-
it to Master Charles B. Hatfield, Jr.
Mr. IL E. Gutehens left, for Evans-
ville today after a business trip in
the city.
Messrs. Nick Irritates and James
MeLaughlin will go to Shawiteetown
this week to visit.
Miss Mantle Winslow, of May-field
arrived today en a visit to Miss Laura
Jones. Fifth and Washington streets.
Postmaster and Mrs. le. M. Fisher,
9111 Jefferson street, have returned
from Erae. Petite. where they attend-
ed the national meeting of the post-
masters.
Meer& Val Berrick. A. Tonks and
B. T. Cullen, conductors, and Train-
master A. F. Page, of She Paducah
district of the Illinois central, have
returned from Wickliffe, where they
attended court.
Mr. W. C. Waggener, supervisor
of bridges and buildings etf the Lou-
isville division of the Illinois Cen-
tral, is In the city inspecting work
at the Illinois Central station, where
a brick platform is being laid.
--MrsS George Rouse sitset_Iss ',One
Oak today to visit the .Rev. a T. B.
Rouse and. children.
Mr, and Mrs. A. C. Goodies' and
children. of Calvert _Cite', and 'Mrs
Addle Goodloe, of Clarksville, Tenn.
l
are the guests Of Dr. and Mrs. E. C
Goodioe. of Little Cypress.
-Mrs, May Settle and non. Bennie.
left this morning for Memphis and
Te`rrall, Ark.
ellse,es Aniala, Anna and Bertha
Unrathe of 801 South Fifth street.
have returned from Dawson Springs
Mrs. J. M. Downs and niece, Miss
Eula White,- left yesterday on a visit
to relatives in HopkInsville and
Thompeonville. Christian county.
Mr. Fred Boswell. of Mobile, A:a..
passed through the city this morning
en route to Louisville.
MT. III Yard ' Ashtone of Freane.
Cal.. is the guest of friends in the
city.
Wolves Tree Men fur 3 Hours.
Duluth, Minn., Aug. 28.--.-Reuben
Wilson and Joan Robinson, of Duluth
Heights. were treed by wolves and
held captive for three hours yester-
day morning. They were Walking on




Sept. 244h, With, 248th and
27th
4141,000 Purses and Premiums.
The Metropolis band, on account
of a local affair, has postponed its
excursion until Friday night, and tb.
big band concert will take place Fri-
day night. Mr. Munal, of Metropolis.
and Mies Callisse of Paducah, will
sing.
Moving pictures are to be shown
between part 1 and 2.
Fire Extinguisher Does Quick Work.
A large crowd gathered last night
on the corner of Broadway and Third
streets to witness the dentonstrations
of the Dopowder Fire Extinguishers
Two tests were given, the first test
coal oil only was used. Although the
flames were leaping 15 to 29 feet
high it required only a few handfuls
of powder thrown at the base of the
flames to put it out On the second
test the large frame structure was
filled with kindling and the whole
mass saturated web ma! oil. The
same was set fire to and more oil
added, This made a tierce fire, the
heat from which compelled
crowd to move haela
Allowing the wood to become chat,
red the demonstrator again showed
the efficiency of the extinguisher by
bringing the fire completely under
control in about three seconds with
part of the contents of only one er-
tIngaisher.
The tests were entirely satisfacte
my. and no doubt many fires could be
averted by the Adoption of these ex-
tinguishers.
Issue $1 5,1000,0Kid Mere.
St. 'Louis, Augfi 28.-Stockho1ders
of the St. Louis & Ban Franciero
Railroad company held a epeeial
meeting tOday to authorize an issue
of .$115,0,00.1100 general lien 15 and
2e year five per cent gold bond's. Of
the total amount of the issue $67.-
818.00a is to be reserved to retire
and 'refund _bonds and notes matur-
ing during the next 45 years. The
remainder will be used for additions,
improvements, etc. In oider to con-
form with the Missouri law, which
prascribes certain relations between
capital stork and bonded indebted-
ness, the capital stock of the company
Is increased from $100-.000.000 to
$200.000.13041 simultaneously with
•the new issue of bonds.
Now Pursuers Are aliening.
Nlothing has been heard from De-
tective T. .1. Moore or Green Dale.
who are after W. T. Leech, alias W.
T. ,,Leak, who fleeced (lot. Bud Dale
out of $7.641_ le_is the presumption
that Leatt must 'heve gotten word he
was being spotted and left the coun-
try. and Moore and Dale are on his
retie
Miss Cora Hutheite_of West Mon,
roe street-, Is visiting in Memphis.
We're sawing price; on shoes,
The cold spring has left its with
too many shoes and oxfords. Ode
policy is never to carry over any
stock and in order to make room
for our fall line we have felt all
.*
$6.00 shoes and- oxfords to
$4.90.
15-00 shoes _and oxfords to
.$4.00,
2n• paenrd ceoxlifof 'r°dir s. 
oia'all "canvas
shoes 
20 aer cent on all $3.111) and







GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.;
sOs  sis sk.
41
41 WANT ADS 1/
041-iwari-ri-e-r-rvar4
Sttildieri IS • C.. Inserting Want ads in
The Sun uvill kindly reenember that
all such items are to be paid for
%%hen the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
plying to every one without excep-
tion.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2261.
M1TCHELLS for high-grade Wye
ries, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR heatieg and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR RENT- -Apartnieut in-a ctin
North Sixth street. George Rewleigh.
FOR DIts wt/OIJ, old phone
2361.
WANTED- Retested:es. Apply to
P. M. Kirby & Co.
--viaakaa-TED-JDrivei at ides: 'Meat
Market, 512 Broadway.
--W. D. BROWN Concrete -Contrac-
tor. Ornamental -and waterproof
work a specialty. Phone 2820.
FOR rallE BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales, call ei 111%
South Third street.
FOR stove wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith
New Phone 763.
_ eta/Tile:a cleaned -and pressed.
All work guaranteed'. Solomon, The
Tenor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS. Sad-
dles or repair at the Paducah Harness
'and Saddle Co.. you are getting the
hest. 204 Kentucky avenue,
FOR RENT- OR 8ALE-Eleven
room house on, South Sixth street be-
tween Clerk and Washington._ Newly
painted iind in good condition. Alma-
to TT. A. Fetter.
FOR RENT--Two six room col-
tagies 502 and 506 North Sevente
street. All modern conventeac
Furnished if desired. Phone 2368
FOR SALE =if:Toot - pieta:line
launch, five foot beam, four cylinder
;24-horse power. Inquire at Mergen-
Ithaler-Horton Basket Co., Mechanl
• iscburg.
l -BOARDERS WANTED --- Also
furnished rooms for rent. Apply to
324 Washington street,
! WANTED---A good reliable party
Ito represent a high grade typewriter
In Paducah, and vicinity. Address
211 Fifth street: IebultivIllee Ky.
i WHITFa-GaRlaa---wanted CO doa 1-aeTi
1
 
oral housework in small family.
.Good wages to right partye Apply
.8112 Jefferson or phone 1934.
I AFTER FRIDAY. August 311, youcan get liam. Cheese. Beef. Pork,
-Mutton, Veal and Hamburger sand-
wiches at 111 1-2 Smith Third street.
1_ ..LOST--Child's small gold bracelet
on ear or at Wallace. perk. Finder
please -return to this office and re-
ceive reward.
1 SITUATION WANTED--By A. I,
-
salesman. Experienced to dry goods,
clothing and shoes; also window
trimmer and decorator. Address C.
care slots
,FOR hALE---x horse power Fairs
__. 
hulks Morse gasoline engine. Good
eonditletn, will 'tell cheat)! Apply to





• .) 400-413 WhafferitY
ror-
naee with all pipe for connection;
used one season, Oss Rubber Ursa
runahnot with hariores, $15 .1 A.
Rudy. -
WANTED Ge, ! pep, iena d
to take orders and deliver. Good pay
to right man. Great Patefir Tea &
Coffee Co., 206 Broadway.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat:
ty stnw. Ssttwfwrtion guaratiteed.
Work called for and delivered. One
trial is all I ask. .lames Duffy. Smth
Ninth street. near Broadway. Phone
442-a,
WANTED-fly young widower. in-
dependent income, acquaintance of
widow of means or young lady. coun-
try girl preferred. Snuff users anit




S. Tongs', a barber, tied suddenly
last night about ta o'clock on raft
street near Norton street. He canes
here two months ago from Centrat
City and was for a short time em-
ployed at The Palmer House barber
'shop, and later at the Munsey shop
on Broadway near Sixth street. Last
night he was given an Injection of
morphine to ease his nerves.- His
heart was weak and he passel away-
within an hour after receiving the
drug. lie was 34 years old and
leaver a wife and four children.
Mr. Tonge left his family in desti-
tute circumstances and the barbers'
union. of .which he WS S a member.
rtmlrlIsiterl $sn 111 cash towards d •
fraying ftineral expenses. The fun•
era; has not been definitely arrange
butt the burial a-tat-be tomorrow eon
time In the county. The barbers' un-
ion will have charge of Oft funeral.
YOU DON'T HAVir, TO WAIT
livery doge makes you fertheiter. Gez..eiss
keeps Tone -.their Inside. right Sold on the
meeey•back plug everywnere. Pnce SO cents.
SOUND I,OGIC.
August and September- are , tire
nnths when one has to be very env.-
III about every condition that makes
for good, or bad halth. The system
is usually bctInning to feel the strain-
of the hot summer morons and the
different organs need but very little
to throw them ilras- con-irtiete disor-
der and reeult in probably a fatal ill-
ness.
Good health le' 41SSItrell tiftWAVerssit
you heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders-ma-
laria, general worn-out, and run-
down, conditions,biliousness. stomach
and !vowel dierveriers of all kinds.
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily-, and very quickly, to the Os-
teopathic treatment, and have no
attending ill effects. Usually you are
as ill -from the citstotnary medical
prescriptions as from the illness, NO.
in Osteopathy yon experience none-of
this. Let me tell you at any time of
the great enemas I am having with
the treatment in Paducah. I shall re-
fer you to people you know well for
the evidence, and who will tell you
Just what it has done for them.
DR. G. G. FROAGE,
C14 Broadway. Upstairs Phone 1406.




011100 11141, Residence sl
DR. MILTON BOARD
lueeleige-Hafteettat-
With J. Q. Ts; for.
Phonee-lteelde nee, - Pa I ft-ter House
Office. Beth imonee 47.
Moltrie--VO to Mt: 4:30 te) 3:3D: -
14; Sunday, Ilistela. • "
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First Aid to the Injured
Always use PARACAMPH SOAP It will Cieanse, Coal
and Seethe your Skin.




Mrs. E. S. Diuguld has returned
trent a vieit to Hopleinsville.
Mrs. Evans has re turned From a
visit to her old honie Ip Nebraska.
Mr. Grate of MiebOliii, has been
visiting his uncle, A. A. Gray. of
the northweet part of the county.
Mr. A. Q. Knight has moved Into
his hami6eme new reside: -te on In-
stitute street.
Robert Gee and family. M Detroit
Tex , are visiting in CallaWay coun-
ty.
%V• 0. Wi ar ft-signed as city clerk
rrideo night, Bee viaa ste cessded
Joe Fliker, the jeweler, on East
Main aireet.
The stork lett a line boy at the
home of Emmett N. loelland Monday
morning.
Mrs efebee. alio has le en visit-
ing be re' oeurned to h,a• borne in
Georgia a.. j tte, day.
Carr Turner aftel wife eh* Patieeah
are visitieg Mrs. Term ra pewee,
Mr. and eIrs A. .1. Davie on Neale
Main street.- Calloway
SIM 'tan, rv•ultri.
Fend du Late, Wis.. Aug. as.—As
'a result of Fond .du Lac's uBleaue
Hag" orellnance, requiring that the
1pol-tea:la of hatetual drunkards shall
lie postel in all the saloons of the
city. together *eh notices to tialeon
i temisers to sell them no liquor untie:-, penalty of losing their licenses, the
galaxy of "bootie" celebrities has
teen increased.
I The common council ordered E.
Asimont "poeted." whi:e Mat Henget
made the unusual- request that his
Hu' photograph be Included in the
:iist on the ground that this was the
eifty way fie could get sobered up
lane return to a decent life.
For.moatha after the ordinates- was
pioetel the only photograph to ado;-1;
the,vatoon gallery was that of Mat
!Fargo, a substantial property owevei
I and taxpaj or. .
Itenevoleut Old Gent— Don't on
!find a sailor's :Ife a very dangerous
iona a the salt—Oh, yes, sir; but un-
!fortunate ly- it ain't often we gits into
!tee:tee-Punch.






If you tron't have a-rainy day. t...ickness, trouble—
you can't tell just what will happcn.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
dot
You won't miss a little out of each week's earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you eau spare.
Opel an recount with us and protect yourself








FREE REAL., ESTATE PRICE LIST
Frattrnity Building. Both Phones 835
1; We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Brcuu,e it irons smoothly, mat rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
'Fourth—It irons either stiff or plated bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky:. Satisfy yourself by
sending nu your laundry.
and without injury.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
OF VITAL- INTEREST
TO ALL THE PEOPLE
(treat Awakening On the Subject
Of Tax Reform.
Many States Taking Steps to Abolish
Old teethes in Favor of Better.
Kentucky's Case.
There is no question of greuterim-
por before the people of Ken-
tucky at piesent than the question of
taxation. Those who hare interested
themselves in studying the growth of
the state's industlies during the past
year and watched the attempts to de-
velop its reseurees have been deeply
Impreseed with the fact that our tax
laws form a most serious obstacle to
suceeess. S4 deep-seated he this con-
viction in the initials of hundreds of
thoughtful nen that the time appears
to be (hawing ii..•ar when the People of
Kentucky will at last Make Up their
minds that uothitig Is more worth; of
their serious attentiou than this tax
question. As a rule, they Concern-
themselves with it only when the as-
sessor nutkes hi a Annual ease or when
they walk up to the tax collector's of-
fice to settle. Then they are fully cr-
ab-Med .that the whole tax system is
wrong, but as soon as the tat has been
paid and the-smart of it has been for-
gotten, the whole quettion is apt to be
pamed up again. a ithout another
thought, until anether assessment and
paying time roes aroeud.
It is Important to K, ntucky that the
people of the state sheltie realize that
taxation hears in a most vital way
team the prosperity et the etate, and
lii order that taxation may be wisely
manatee!, it is necessary fur the intelli-
gent ramie of the state to turn theme
elves to a eared' study of the whole
qui:stein and persist In it untal the eel
rystsm of the state is of a kind that
will yield all the necessary revenues
with the least possible burden. A(
cording to the justice-or Injustice of
the tax; according to its reasonable-
ness or Its oppressiveness, eepital is
invita 4 to a community or driven from
it. Industries will flourish or be de-
stroyed, competition with other states
may be possible or may be rendered'
out of the question. justice may be
done or flagrant Injustice Imposed.
The Committee of the Senate.
No little dIsapaolnInient Cis felt by
those who have studied the tax situ-
ation in Kentucky when the commit-
tee of the State Senate. appointed to
consider tax questions during, the in-
terim between the sessions of 1904 and
1905, fallee to recernmend anything
more-than an attempt to raise more
revenues Meng the lines of the old rev-
untie bill. In Its report to the senate,
the committee showed that it ha-1 very
serlotioly conselered the advigability
of nereendinn more radical
chintzes in oer sestem; but -it reported
the renclusion that it was not at that
tene selvisalee to 'do more than at-
tempt tat perfect the old testers: along
nil ;ince. :fee reason OTC.° for this
la the report was that the reeenue
system then in feree had, perhaps'. not
been sufeciently tried out, and writ en
titled te a leave experiment. And
there is auch to be a;id against has:
tinkering...will tax laws.
Did Its Cest.
-There is no doubt that the commit:et
Itself felt deMppointed In not thine
able to reeernmend sorflething aiore
It spent traria months in easefully col
Metering the tax situation... It held
!marines in lateens Farts of the state,
at which hearlaws there apeca-rd be-
fore the committee. by itt-lavaation,
rerrereplative farmers and beeineer
men to present their veers, on the enb
ject of tame- n. The eonunittee (meld
not fail to be impreaseci with the reit
era' einsatisfeetion with the 0.7.- •-•
In force In Kentucky, ene yetatficediti
not, then thlek the time rine to r, coin
mend a &tarter's..
Tee net remelt of The conirreterea
rep ai was an attemnt b tee lee:hale
t ere teeighten up the 1 mks in tee ol
tyweru sad to tilake one fertes, dee-
p, rate I as. fat le elicit ti cot satistae-
fere s•sae.... t of the nal pain et the
teliforni tee prop -rte tax. Of
f.ouns-. this Sit non bag not he-ex-del
Ii proe eaely nivl w u edill scc . and in
other loot's re e lic men hay,' reamed
to eve et that melt a elan can. Ly any
probability. gime-thee roma the repel
program; made Ju the lase 10 yeara In.
ttheMiele pelate finances. 
t
-o
eest en,leretand the question haee
reachee the conclnalotiethat the uni-
form general property tax is unsound.
motet, and cement be made prodec-
tire of eteisfertbry results.
An Official Tax Commission.
Thnre has grown up in the state
some sentiment for a tay commIsmion
with some official, states. whom% duty
It shall le• te go thoroughly Into the
whole quest on of taxation. with a
view to ilex 'ring a better system eanur.
new lines, and, of cottree. TIPW lines
are not poostble - In Kentnehe without-
first changing the ennsteution. At
present, our constitution ties us feet
to the geeerel etotterty tax. as It Is
called; that is, to the system of levy-
ing the same tax upon all classes ct
property for all purposes. Other
states he employed such a &minis-
don with geod results, and Indeed
aommiselofis of this kind are now At







'hit very totipm of the question of tax-
-train and doing a work that Is result-
se gradually In a vast improvemedt
f tax tnethode. So far. Kentucky has
made n. st p in this direetien. Volun-
ary like the State De-
selepin, tit A Ss ,etation. _and yarlowe
totem, teed thee s, have appointed tax
committees. wh, are doing, the best
ding Gan to gather inforruatiem on this
subjeet.hut it is possible that there
may develop the necessity for an offl-
eM1 the commission.
Whether this should come about or
lot. the demand is beeoming very ba-
ilment in many (jeerers for a hew-
Nigh Investigation and reform of our
'Ix system, snit weenever A taxpayer
augins to feel this way aud begins to
:leak about what kind of overhauling
le wants done, he inevitably reaches
the conclusion that the startieg point
O thjai ane 
samaetneement to the conatiteeen
At Work In Ohio.
This sort of unrest as to taxation
Mattel-ix is widespieret. in Ohio tee
State board of Cenirnerce Is enpag-hi
in meth, ly advecating an amendment
to the Ohio +oath. ceestetitien. There
also a tax eommission, which has
an Official existence, engaeed in bold-
itig all over the' state and
ilug eitizens of every occupation a
thence to air their vieWs on the sub'
Jr The difficulty in Ohio Is very
kty aret° rvt.nsetritel ttie-el. tithe re ntc!),ItTet nre t)l.:
Oat propene tax. They are pushing
an 'amendment which will allow the
leghtlature to separate the sources of
revenue; that is, to raise the state
revenue from at am n classed of p-
ertyeleaviait other classes of property
to be,tated for local purposes wily.
Ohio nom tried before to get amend-
Ment to its constitution along these
lines, but has fail. a, but sentiment hi
the state now, it an opinion may be
formed-by the hearings gtven by the
tax temasalasiun. overwhelmingly in
favor of the 11.111Filtiniviii
•• Is Busy,
e: es.
in eameouri a spacial U.S cerrosos-
sloe, of which Fed-'rack N Hudson
was chairman, re.conialt-iaded to the
legislature the separation of the
flonreft of state and local revenue,
and p a constitutional amend-
inept provld ng or such separation.
giving greater discretion -to the legis-
lature and ale° giving to loraiities lo-
Ca) In Matters of taxation. The
amendment was adopted by the .11mt
legislature of Missouri and will be
voted on by the people of the Mete at
the next meters' ektetten. This amend-
ment provides that the sources of
state and leeal revenue stall be Amp-
armed by the year 1909. and Tint
thereafter the comities in the -,state
may tax or exempt for local putties
ady rises of property. in -the d sere-
Hon of tie county court. It will be ob-
served that bcth Ohio and Missouri
are striving for the system' of separat-
ing local and state unreal of revenue.
This ts the system that has been In
itteoesstul operation for many yearsen
Penasylvania, and It seems tie logical
and only satisfactory solution of the
present esmietcated tax situation.
Minnesota Makes Progress.
The people of Minima-ea at the last
careen eeld In that state ratifie4 a
come itutionel amendment, which prae-
ticsby emove-1 all limitations as to
the ion or of the legislatere in rela-
tion to texaeon. The legislatere at
its sessioe last whiter palmed two
treasures recommended by the gover-
nor for the minx se of putting into
effect the provisions of the constitu-
tional amendment. One of these pro-
videl for a p rinanentstax commlesien
to recesnmend amenements to the rev-
enue laws and to perform eertillie ad-
ministrative werk. The other meas-
ure Wye...A a recorlIng tax on mort-
gages et one-half of one per cent. In
this inartgage LAI lielinnesota la follow-
ing tle. experiment suecessfully tried
lir
the Mate of New York. Under this
an the the et one-half of one per cent
s collected when the mortgage ts re-
eorded, and the mortgage is thereafter
exemyt from taxatien. Old Mort ages
may be regietered. en payment o one-
half of one p• r cent tax, and are there-
after Olio exempt from further Nota-
tion. Is ' both Minnesota and New
York this plan of taxing mortgages
has been found at once productive of
inerealett revenue, It has some very
decided advaniagem over the Plan
whIsh Kentucky is now trying. .the
chief visible effect of which at pres-
ent is to tax holders of mortgages who
live in the state, while • exempting
holders of mortgages on Kentucky
property who live outside the state.
• In Illinois the Clete Federation of
Chicago Nita procured the introdne-
Don of an amendment to the (somata
tutionsof the state very similar to that
adopted In Minnesota.
Activity In Other States.
In the state of Washington there has
been very considerable agitation of
the question of taxation, and tee last
legislature pained a measure affect-
ing InT method of taxing intangiele
personality. One result of seearatele,
dine-rent kinds of property for differ-
ent rates of taxation and for different
rposkt's is teat the .tax burden can
In this way be just to earli class of
property according to tte burden-bear-
ing capacity.
In tee state of Oklahoma a clause
was inserted In the toostitutIon very
similar to the tax provisions of the
email-Lotion. A .1uunber of
other states have tax commissions at
work. Texan had just been overhaul-
ing Its tax 'awe, eTbe tax commission
of Californta has just made its report.
In the slate Of New Yorlea tax reform
league w been it work fos nearly
fifteen year* vrOth the result that some
vere wise geseadmenta to the tax laws
hf that Mate have been made,
Needs Thorough Study.
No state needs to have the tax (mem
thin thoroutelly studied and studied in
the light ot the experit-nee of other
stateseas well its with due regard to
Its own experience, more, than does
Kentucky. For fifteen years since the
new constleitIon wet anoPted, we
have striven hard to realize, .that
dream of uniformity in taxation virtich
animated tee makers of the new con-
stitution. We have not succeeded in
doing this. 'It is true the revenues
of the state have Increafted, but the
tax burden has been extremely heavy
on amine classes of pronerty, Aline
some (lessee of property have gone al-
that scot free. The adrount of money,
stocks and bonds reported for taxa-
, lien h ridletilnuely_ small. The feleity
:if the tax referee betraya Itself upon
henrarison with the reports of the
deeesita in the baitks. The only kind
pi,e.ertnsoxnaanloinireips p o erty tthvaisti trst amnogt Ise-
' rersenal prnperty„ fotine, chiefly on the
farm The farmer can not tilde his
hoses, (ante and farming tingle.
Mesita so be him to pale while the
I man in tenni can hide his money, or




wax, he the coverts-Ile humaten
I g.,w 
ee
ti- Kent a eky to fi Mame way of defea-
t Mg a revenue -this elusive Class 
perfect ,I of propertea 
'obt 
h
: l• ev long time. demet el, i, ,a,‘ ,
`e l' - - iihltit-el in-- *. *1.,
source a of revenue, selecting one clasa
et property from ,waloh to raise its
state revenues. another class of prop-
:rty front, which to•reise Its city rev-
enucs, tactless ths,esportenee of all
ethar states is to he belied by Use es
1-e-1 -ace of Kentucky. that is what we
ire to crone to some time. though it
nifty be far in the fujetria WI' can net
eel' continue to atnvere to a system
hat is Ming abandoned by other
mates and which, leperstmed in, will
mit its 1:1 the puaitiou of handicapeine
Cr I r, perey eallta'S or every craes
with a bereenatene tax system . which
vita whoa:ay injure them to the sharp
..ontp titian witi the less heavily bur-
-Wiled property owners of other states
It Is, at least. worth while for Ken
eicky to be studying the question and





Tobacco %onus are now said to to.
at their most destructive etege and
are more plentiful than baa been
known for years. The farmers ar.
being worked from early dawn te
candle' light in their tobacco patches
In order to save their crop: and extra
ballades are being employed in the
work. Just for iustaewe to show
how abundently they are, George Wil-
son, south of this city, found 7 5
amens on one plant.
The State Humane society is pre-
paring to organize a Humane. uocletJ
in Mayfield and Fulton and Jar
Toner, the officer of the society in
Paducah, has beets delegated to or-
ganize these Societies. He will la
here during the next week to perfa
the organization for the preventie
of cruelty to animals. An officer w.
be selected who will be empower.-
to make arrests, where a person is
guilty to cruelty to animals.
' Mr. I. 11. lirower, of near Dublin,
had just returned from Missouri
*here he has been to visit his broth-
er, whom he has not seen for al
years. He had two brothers there
near Kennett, but even reaebine
there he found one of them had been
dead the several years.
Willie 'Gardner, of Paducah, re-
turned home Monday morning after
visiting hie cousin. Miss lilldah Lan-
doll.
(a. P. McCarty has been quite sick
for several daye with fever, but is
slowly improving-.
Mrs, Clarenee ROOM, left Sunday
morning for Jackson. Teen., where
site is spending several days with
friends and relatives,
Miss Beulah Carman has returned
from a three weeks' bleat at Moscow
and Clinton.
George Altlick, who has been visit-
ing P. F. Ferguson, returned Tues-
day to his home in Johnson City.
Teanr.M  Clarence Boone was taken sud-
denly ilIl Sunday night and during
the night his condition was consider
ed serious.
B. H. Cobb and wife returned
Tuesday from a visit to Martin.
Tenn.
The Rev. C. A. Wartertield and
wife have reterned from Menotti
and Hinson Springs.
Street Overseer J. M. Choate
laid up with Illness this week. I
Miss Emma Linn returned to. Chick
asha, I. T., Tueeday morning after
an extended visit to relatives here. '
Miss Elizabeth Pettie returned
home this morning from Mont Eagle
Tenn., lyiere :she has been for sev-
eral days.
Mrs. Mary' Anna Mays returned
last eveeina from a visit in Louis-. 
. -
P. I. Dimuuker. after a visit of
several weeks returned tra St. lectuis
*this morning.—Mayfield Mesesenger.
BIZITISH PICIIICE IN VieNiseetahaltA,
Cross Boundary pod Seize' Goods They
- Allege .1 _re tamtraband.
Caracas, Aug. he.---The govern-
ment wee advised i'ester-day by the
N'enesuelan consul at Georgetown,
the capital of British Gulinea, that
.seven &High policemen had rroseed
I the boundary into-Venezuela at Mor•
awhanna August, 12.4 They proceed-
ed one mile beyond the boundary and
belted a quantity of alleged contra-
band goods. The Venezuelan foreign
Inee has made Inquiries of the
Brehe 'legation concerning the re-
ported invasion and has called the
attentiou of the authorities to the
affair,
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and







We are ready for all Rinds et hauling.
TftEiliONE 499
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
—IftCorpo •ti-
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-1.24 N. Pourth St. Phonon 787
FeteloCs EAGLE IN A iittsPIT
Grand IsIttod Bird Waa eteverely In.
juied in its Fight %Vitt) a Veit
It' Had Cute-tie%
.13uffaap. N. Y., Aug. 2S.—Old Bob.
the famed bald eagle which has bete
one of the -most prominent realdents
of Grand Island for the last twenty •
five 'year*, will probably never soar
again. William C. 112dgee Ash and
game protector. rescued Bob after
the eagle had attacked a calf ind was
badly hurt. Bob hts been a patient
La Mr. Horatio& W'enaho's veterinary
hospital, under a special dispensation
from the forefst, fish and game Com-
mission.
Mr. Hedge and Dr. Wende took
Bob otit to try- his wings. but the old
bird fell to the ground each time and
had to be taken hack te the hospital.
at I lodge h tme, conu-
Mts. Marshall Field Aiding Driver. ,
Boston, Mass., Aug. 28.—Mrellar-
shall Field of Chicago. attired- in a
rich gown, was jostled about in tee
corridor of the municipal court to-
day for an hour until the case
against her chnuffeur, Willet
could he settled.
The -ea ee was assigned for To.
day, hut Mrs. Field, sent her card ie
the clerk and askee for a speedy hear
ing, as she wished to leave knit' :di-
ate)). for Chicago.
She a-as conducted. into. elle cOurt.
and after Wending an uneonifertfires
hour On theliard benehee paid Dew-
ey's fine of $10.




nies.eti to allew Dr, eliende to k cp
Bob for treatment. That will save
the doctor a penalty of $85 for "hav-
ing in his possession an eagle, cor-
trery So the statutes of the state of
Now York." If Hole gets well he wills
be eat tree, etherwtse be will probie-
ely go`to the see.
Bnle'couldn't fly. but he was mighty
lively. One of Mr. H-edge's assist-
ants tried to hold the oat bird an]
had an arm " badly slashed by its
•
taloa'.
• Mrs. lico le— Before we were mar-
ried he often said he couldn't tear
himself away from me. Mrs. Doyle—
Times have changed, havetat, they?
Mrs. Hoyle—Yes, nowadays he is on
a tear most or the time.— Town Top-
ics.




iroei get handsome, well
appointed Carriages
when I serve you. We
wive pronit personal at-
tention at all times.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 9 1 5
Amonaam.
A Man is Known by the Tele.
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best peopr-d
EAST TENNES§EMIPHONE CO.
r
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled  in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the niost -inferior
goods depcnd on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck ot the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-




I, nine summers old. Tf)e. gbv-
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Do You Think
For Yourself?
Pt. dc you open your mouth like a young
ilrd aIt1 gulp down whatever food or inedl-
line um. be offered you?
di • • dr
sn Intelligent thinking woman.
ttbgatoel of f from weakness, net v ouNikebs.
pan ut,d u mr then it meaus much to
emu that ther  tried AndoruglallAgAt
tigedicine or _.icsoak cultritsviAle. sm, jittaz
4r4M/Wtti,tti fot_lbe_etire of Winton4.14. .
tit • di • • " •
The makers of_Dr. Pierce's /favorite Pre.
Se:talon, for the cure of weak, nervous, run-
moue, over-worked. debilitated. item-reeked
women, knowing this medicine to be made up
Id ingredients, every one of which has the
strongest possible Ludor-ement of the leading
atid stanuard authorities of the several
sChovis of practice, are Dorf tly wilflng. and
to fact, are only too glad to oda'. as they do.
the formula. or list of higrodients, of which
It is compened, tin pican English, on every
butieses rapper.
• • • • •
The formula of Dr. l'ierce's Favorite Pre-
scripten will hear the moot vitical examine-
tion of us..n..al ocrts, for is contains no
alcohol. oar vales, harmful, or hatentorming
drugs. and it agent ewe:, into It that is not
highly recommended by the most advanced
and leading medical teachers and author-
ities of thee, several senouls of practice.'
ese authorities imminent1 the ingredients
Dr. Preset-10km tottli
.,,a1
or exartly the lam airieole fOr whk 
world-ranted modielne Owned
• + • • se
Soother medicine for SOtlaan's Ills has an-'s
pleIi professional endorsement as In. Fieree's
Favorite Prescription ha, mcelveti in the un-
Qualified realm,menciatiou of each f Its
several ingredients by scores of leading medi-
cal men of all the mil. *ill of Practier. Is
such an endorsement not worthy of your
gouslelersnour
• • • • *
A booklet of ingredients, with numerous
atithorative protesional endorsements hy the
leading medical authorities of this counfrre
will be mailed fre to any 01143. s. n 11 et name
sad seno with upent for same. •ddress
1*. IL ;•.1Pferree. lietrido. N. Y.
Ws Volunteers.
- Alfred H. Love, for forty years the
president of the ,Univereal Peace
Union, was discus.aing the conference
at The Hague. •
"War bears hardest on the private
soldier." he sale. "I think that If
the world would delegate to The
Hague, with full authority, a lot of
privates crippled front recent war--
young men without arms. young men
without legs, young men without
noses-then universal peace would
come at once.
"Whenever I think of private son
diee. and war I think Of otir later
Souih American revenutions. There
was a general who promnied to send
into the field two hundred volunteers
from this district. There, he said,
the nbeople were furious to avenge
their wrongs with powder and shot.
"The general retrred to his district,
and in a week his two hundred vol-
unteers arrived in three freight cars.
bound hand and foot. Along with
them the general sent this message
to headquarters:
"'I transmit hereol6 the two hun
d red volunteers proMIsed. Inense
retie n the ropes at once.' "-New
York Tribune
Donne am _nixie
Avid lose all Interest when help Is
within reach. lierblne will make that
liver perform its sdutles properly. J. B.
Vaughn, Elba, Ala., writes: "being a
eonstant-sufferer from constipation and
• disordered liver, I have found Her-
Woo to be the best medicine, for these
trouble.. on the market. I have used
K con-tantly. I believe It to be the
best MrNli-IIIP of its kind, and I wish
all suffrrers from these troubles to
know the good tferbine has done me.-
Sold by J. #1.. °chit:chi:Leger, Lang Bros.
said C. o. Ripley.
A Tremendous Broadside.
In the iiiMultaueoul discharge ,of
eight of thn ten Menet-inch guns of
the Dreadnought a shock was given
that vessel of 40%1.000 Jens, More
than double that Of any broadside
' ever before .ever fired. The vessel of
113,74.0 tans skidded sideways sev-
eral yards, listing many degrees. The
guns are fifty-three feet long, and
each shell of 850 pounds is discharg-
ed be. 26-5 pounds of cordite,. with a
muzzle velocity of 2,0d.0 mile& an
hour.
f The Freninn ilk% a Weialt._
Oak Dale Hotel
Brookport, Ili.
Niles $1 a Day. Emilia 0
Its. J A. Lacteal, Prspriettsts.
IIVA.NSVILLM, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.




Steamer* Joe Fowler ind'Jobn
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evers
Ville and *sy landings at 11 a. M.
Special excursion rate now in it
feet from Paducah to Evansville an:
astern, 4.1,0. Elegant musis on the
boat. Tabl. uheurpaseed.
STEAMER DICE". FOWLMM
Leaves Paeucah for Celro and we!
landings at 8 a. m, sharpe, daily, es
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rate
low In effeet from Paducah to Cain
end return, with or without meal,
and room. Good music and table up
surpassed.
For further information *MAI t•
S. A. Fowter General Pass. AAA or
Given Fow:er, City Pam. Agent, at
row ner-Cru abaugh la 00•11. ISM
anaa a- papaw- *ix 811.
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE
- Liz CHARLES KLEIN.
•
4 Story if Patric-an Life Nitvelized From the Play ly
4RTHUR HORNBLOW.
•
COPYRIGHT. 1906, EY C. W. DILLINGHAM eOMPAIIIT.
(Continued fetsm last Wile.)
CHARTETt XV.
I
T was now Deeeetber, and tile son-
ate had been in session for ()ter
a. week. Jefferson had not for-
gotten 'his protn‘se, and one pley.•
about two weenie after, Mr. Bagley'
epantaeular dismissal front the Ryder
residence, he had brought Shirley the
twe letters. She did net ask him how
he gut than, if he forced the drawer or
proeured the key. It snaked to Iiii
that eng precious letters, the abiolute
Proof -a her father's Innocence, wan; at
last in her !possession. She at ottee
sent them off be registered mail to
Stott, with ittnuediately acknowledged
receipt and at the saute time un-
mimed.' his deeparture for Wilghl ugton
that night. He proutheed te keep her
;eminently informed of what be WWI
aoing and how her fathea's ease IT:IS
trOilig. It could, he thought, be only a
matter of a few-days now before the
result of the proceedings would.%be
known.
The approach of the crisis merle Shir-
ley exceedingly nee-volts, mid it was
only by the exercise of the greatest
eelf control that she did not betray the
terrible anxiety she felt. The Ilyilelk
biography wag nearly finished, and her
stay in Seventy-fourth street ivould
soon come to an end. She had a seri-
tfis talievrith Jefferson. who contrived
to see a geed deal of her, entirely un-
anspected by his parents. for Mr. and
Mre. Ryder had De /*anon to believe
that their *son had any more than a
'There bowing acquaintgnce nith the
clever young authoress. Now that Mr.
Bagley Was no longer there to spy
mem their actions; theme clatelestine lu-
terviews had been cotuparativelyneasy.
Shirley brought • to bear all the argu-
ment+ she tesukl think of to convince
Jefferson of the hopeleseuess of their
engagement. She insisted that she
could never be his wife; clreumstapees
over. which tney hud no centre' made
that drearu impomlble. It were letter.
she said, toneart now-rather than imur
the risk -of being mihnppy later. But
Jefferson refeeed to be eteirtneed. He
argued and pie:Wed. mid he even swore
--etrunge, desperate words that ehirley
had never heard before and which
alarmed her not a little.--and the die-
cusslon ended usually by n kiss which
put Shirley completely hare de combat.
Meantime, John Ryder had not
ceased worrying about Ws sow The
retrieval of Kate Roberta as a factor In
his future had not eliminated the
danger of Jefferson taking the idt be-
tween his teeth one day and anntract-
Ing ia secret niattlage With the daugh-
ter of his enemy, and when he thought
of the mere eoldibtlIty of Ruch a thing
happening be seeenar4 and De4Nd until
his wife, accu.sibmed as she ssii, to his
cbelerie outbursts, was tlipepuebly
frightened. For some time after line-
ley's departure, father and win got
along together fairly amicably, but Ry-
der senior was quick to see that Jet-
turd eennethlseg-on his mind
which was worrying him, and he
rightly attributed it to his InfatnatIon
MP Miss Rossmore. He was convineen
thartle son knew where the judge's
daughter was. although his ow-n efforts
to dire-over her whereabouts had been
unsuccessful.
Sergeant Ellison had confessed atom-
lute failure: Miss lesestnore, be report.
ed, bail disappeared as completely as
if the earth had swallonl her, am]
further senreh was rutin.. Knowing
well his son's Impulsive.' headstrong
diepositem. Ryder senior believed hint
quite capable of marrying the girl se-
cretly any tint,: The only thing that
Jim Rydbr did not know was that
Shirley Hammon. was not the kind of
a geri to allow any man to inveigle
tier Into a seeret marriage. The Cetus-
inn who judged the world's morpli by
les own, was not, of ...purse, awere of
lies, and he worried night and day-
thinking what he could do to prevent
his son from marrying the daughter of
the man he had wronged.
The mere he pondered over It the
ninre be regretted that there was not
sonic other girl with whom Jeffereon
could fall ter tore and marry. He neeal
not seek a delved- there was certain-
ly enough money in the Ryder fa
I') provide for both. tie wished they
knew a girl, for example, a tractive
end clever as Mats t'pdu.' Ate he
thought, there was rid who would
make n man of Jefferpert-bnettne cin
1,itiouse active! A itil ̂  the More he
thought of it the More the idea grew
on him that Miss Green would .1:i an
Heal daughter-tn-law and at the game
time snatch his son from the clutches
of the hossmore woman. '
Jefferson during all thole weeks was
growing more and more impatient. lin
knew that any day now Shirley might
take her departure' frotn their Wiese
and return to Massapequa. If the Me
pelehrnent proceedings went against
her father It was more than likely that
he would lose her forener, Rail If, on
the contrary, the judgf were acquitted
Shirley never would be willing to mar
re him without his father's consent.
and this, he felt, he would never ob-
tain. Ile resolved therefore to hare a
Petal Interview tvitli his father and
declare boldly his intention of rrhiking
Miss Itoesittore his wife regardless of
the consequences.
The opportunity carne one evening
after 'dinner, Ryder teenier was sitting
alone in the;.libirary reeding; meg. •ny:
new had 'gone to the theater with a
friend; Shine;, as usual, was writing
!a InfeintiM, ltrIlIgettleaDrin I to unTimi Id
her now completed "Histery of the
"How (lilt you presume to judoe my ii
tirms r.,
Empire Trading Company." Jefferna
took the bull by the kerns and boldly
accosted his redoubtable parent.
''May I have a few minutes of your
time, fa the r ?'
Ryder senior laid aside the paper he
was reading and looked up. It was
unusual for bia son to come to him on
any errapd, and he liked to enceur-
age It.
"certainly, Jefferson. What Ls it?"
"I want to appeal to you, sir. I want
you to use your intInenee before it is
too late to save Judge Rossmore. A
word ft-an, you at this time would do
wonder); in Washington."
The Iluancler swung half round in Lis
chair. the mull(' of greenlet; (taint ent
of his nen, and his vole.,' was bard as
he replied cokily:
".egaln? 1 thotight we had agreed
not to discuss Judge Itoesniore any fur-
thee"
el can't help it, sir," rejoined Jan/1.-
11311, meleterred by his sire's hdatilO at-
titude. "That poor old man is pine"
thdlly on trial for his life. tie Is as,
Innocent of wrongdoing as a child un-
born, and you knot, it. You coultLeave
him if you would."
"Jefferson." answered Ryder senior,
biting his lip to restrain hie impatience,
"I told you before that I could not in-
terfere even If I would, and I won't,
because that man is my enemy. Im-
portant business; Intermits which.. you
cannot poesibry knew anything about,
demand his dismissal from the bench."
"Surely your huniniss interests don't
demand the seer-Mee of a man's life:"
retorted Jefferson. "I know modern
business methodi are none too ague:sw-
ish. but I should think yuted draw the
line at deliberate maniere'
Ryder sprang to his feet and for it,
moment stood glaring at the young
man. His lips unwed, but no sound
came from them. Suppressed wrath
rendered him speechless. What • was
the world coming to when a son could
talk to his father in this manner?
"flow dare you presume to judge my
actions or to criticise my methods?"
be burst out finally.
"You force me to do so," answered
Jefferson holly. "I want to tell YOU
that I am heartily ashamed of this
whole affair-and your connection with
it, and since you refuse to make retie
aration In the only way possible ter
°the wrong you and your Associates
have done Judge Rossmore-that is, by
saving him In the seunte-el think it
only felt to warn you that I take back
my word in regard to not marrying
without your consent. I 'want you to
know that I Intend to marry Miss Ross-







We take pleasure in annoUne-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purix•ses
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of Iti
offernilve odor. Next tinie try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. 1}e sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Both Phones 756. •
15c yi pt. and bo.ttleC.50 rebate
11.; tor bottle. ayes
25c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
35c 2 pt. and bottle: 10e rebtte




Prompt Service on Telvphonv Orders.
Se t en& anelilte eel v. aye
"So you want my daughter" said
the stern parent.





"Got , any money "
" "Ter,- /row ?lttI do
her?"-Cleveland Leader.
eotne WY wife-that In" in added, with
bitteruess. eif 1 can sticc,ed in over-
coming her prejudk•es agalust my fam-
Ryder senior laughed contemptie
oust,.
nPrejtidiees against a thousand mil-
lion dollars?" lie exclaimed skeptically.
"Vs.," replied Jefferson decisively.
"prejudices (ignition our famine inkinst.
you and your business prat :Tans.
eloney is not everyttilifte. One tiny you
will find that out. I tell you definitely
that I intend to make Mites littatilliore
my wife."
Ryder senior made no reply, and as
Jefferson bad expected an explosion,
title unnatural calm ranter startled
him. lie was sorry be had spoken so
harshly. It was his father, after till.
"You've forced tile to defy you, fa-
ther." he itild.ed. "I'm sorry" -
Ryder settler shrugged hie ehouldere
nrid resumed his seat. Ile lit another
lenr and with affinted carelesenees he
net:
"AU right, Jeff, my toy, we'll let It
I:0 at that. You're sorry-so am I.
You've shown me your cants- I'll show
5 ono isettin(...oem' poism,
unrudled manner
vanished. lie suddenly threw off
the mask and reveille.] the' temoest
That was raging within. He leaned
across the desk, his face convulsed
with uneontrollable passion, a terrify'
lag picture (if 11111110u wrath. Shakieg
his fist at his son he shouted:
"Witen I get through with Judge
Rossmore at Washington, start
liter his daughter. This time tomor-
row he'll be n disgraced man. A week
laj,gr she will be a notorious woman.
Then we'll see If you'll be so eager to
marry her!"
"Father:" cried Jefferson.
"There is sure to be something in her
life that won't beer inspection,"
sneered Ryder. "There is in every-
body's life. 111 Mid out what it is.
Where Is she today? She can't be
found. NoMne knows where she Is-
not even her Own mother. Something
is wrong-the girl's no good:"
Jefferson startni forward as if to
resent these insults to the woman he
loved, but, realizing that it was his
own father, he stepped idled and his
hands fell powerlcss at his aide.
"Well. is that Mr:- inquired Ryder
senior, with a sewer.
-That's all: replied Jefferson, "I'm
going. Goodby."
"Goodhy," answered his fainter in-
differently. "Leave your addrella with
your mother."
(To be continued in next Issue.)
eformet:s l r.ue
Never cry c ii.. r ,tidren who are suf-
fering from bInge, . Suet' is the cause
of all babies who cry and are' treated
f..r sickness, when they really are suf-
fering from hunger. This Is caused
from, their food not being assimilated
but devoured by worms. A few doses
of White's (Ire am Vermifuge will Cause
there to C4ras.. crying anal begin to
thriverist once. tn,, it a trial. Sold by
flealiwbuteger, Lang Bros. and C.
0. Ripley. •
Municipal Government.
Nashville. eke Chattanooga, is ap-
proaching a nannielpal election, and
like this city &limper great body of its
people appear to be Indolently Mein-
friend to the •outeome. Nashville,
like most growing cities of the south.
Is confronted with problems that sere
°Italy demand the earnest attention
and active energies of the best peo-
ple in their solution, blit there as
elsewhere, the disposltiOn i WV
much that of absolute apathl. The
attitude of public sentiment here, as
there, is much more discretraging and
disheartening than that of la:sez fare
-for things are not well enouge.
We !iced an awakening of the people
to their own Interests, a larger ap-
preriatien of the duties of citizenship
and inner recognition of the responsi-
bility of the incilvidual for the cond:-
-TictiTt Mut exist.
Fully appreciative of the disgust-
nag and lamentable negiect the peo-
ple are exhibiting In the presence of
their splendid opportunities for seine;
lag something, worth while for the
improvement of municipal conditions,
the Nashville Banner has a nitlef ad-
mirable editorial is its Leslie of Thure
day, trots which We quote liberally as
fu" s, believing that the view there-
taken exert:y "bits the line" exist-
ing here. • • • Let us hope that
these views, which accord so thor-
oughly with out own and-which will
be approved by every 'good citizen
whether he puts them. in practIne or
not, will help some in getting the peo-
ple In this city In a better frame of
mind for the performance of the civic
datlea in the pending -Municipal elec-
tion here.-Chattanooga Times.
DoN'T GRUMBLE
When your plena ackawnd you stiffer
front P.heumaLism. ' nay a bottle of
Ballard s Snow Liniment and get In-stant relief. A positive cure for Rheu-nuttism. Barns, Celts, Contracted Mus-cles...sore Cheat, etc. bfr. I. T. Bogy,
a prominent merchant at Willow Point,
Texas, says that he (Inds Ballard's
Snow Liniment the best all round .Linl-
ment he ever used." Sold by Behl-
schlaeger, torng-Bres.. and C. 0, Rilliler;
Onions as Irrigators.
Farmer has made a discovery that
will be of vast importance to farmers
during a dry SitaF011. He has found
ithat by planting onions and potatoes
in the satne field In alternate rows
the onions, being so strong, briog
!tears to the eyes of the potatoes in
such volumes that the roots of the
'vines are kept monist and a big crop
is raised in spite of the drought--




Redmond Heads Walkout After
Denunciation.
Irish 'Evicted Tenants Bill cation
Sureties.. Over Lords' Ameud-
inents.
•
MOVEMENT FOR LAND REFORM);
London, Aug. 28.--Headed by
John Redmond, the Irish nationalists
today left the house of commons in
a body after a sensational denunc:a-
t!cn of the amendments itrale by the
house of lords to the Irish evicted
tenents bill.
The climax to the tense t,ituation
came this afternoon when the.ehlef
secretary for Ireland, Mr. Birrell, an-
nounced that the government wa,
Prepared to accept some but not al:
of the changes made by the lords to
the proposed measure.
Mr. Redmond, who is chairman of
the Irish parliamentary party, wa-
on• his feet instantly and announced
that he would take part no longer it,
any discussion of the bill, lie ac-
cused the governnient of tenure te
carry out its pronnses to ,the Den
people, and said. the b:11, as it neve
stands, provides for the compulsory
remcvai of tenants who had taken
farms from evicted persons, and
therefore was a victory for Lord
Clandlearde, ehoee evicted tenant-,
had for 20 years been waiting at th,
roadside for an opportunity to return
to their homes bill who would not
able to do FO under, the bill as
emended by ,the' house of lords.
It was evelent, he continued, ha!
the (nigh must close their reeks and
recommence a strong. menacing ag.-
ration as the only means of sectir:n%
proper land legislation.
A new committee was named to
confer with the lords to see what
could be saved of the tuutinted
measure.
it mmli iii' thall'a I glle.V. it' 411relit
F hid truth eperiali of yo • hunt,
ttu tie kin' lointiti., lot rue state
hut des ger coon shouts era us fed rate,
--
TOI Nt;EsT WAS flti;
THE OLDEST 101.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 28.-"Old
Polka' Day" was celebrated at the
East Side Christian church and more
than thirty aged ' people, ranging
from 65 to 101 years of age were
present to listen to the servhe of
[song and praise. Many of then] w
brought to the church In earn
furnished by the pastor, Rev. Z. t;
Dowand. Mrs. Elizabeth Culp, thi,
oldest woman living in 1,,lneoln, who
will he 101 years on September LI,
was the guest of honor and the pas-
tor paid her several compliments le
the .-ourv3 or hie address. Two twin
sisters. aged 75 years, Mrs. Baker.
of Atlantis, 1.... and Mrs. Roberts, of
Lincoln, were among the aged wor-
shipers. A number of other guests
were in their eighties.
In h:s sermon. Pastor Dowand took
eip the theory of Prof. Osler of chloro-
forming oat people. • He declared the
theory was wrong, for the old people
are the Ones who can_teach the world
Its best lessons.
GUESTS DIROWNIeD, STARTS SUIT
Iowan .tsks $20,000 loonagee Prom
Innate of Wife's Hoed,
Ottumwa, Iowa. Aire. 28.- The
responsibility of hotels for the safe-
ty of their guests will he brought up
In a suit which J. Fred Stevens has
started against the eetate of the late
W. H. Powell. Stevelis• -wile and
daughter Annie and Mr. an.1 Mrs.
Powell._ and their son Hallie were.
drowned August 1. Powell's lautaten
In which Mrs. and Miss Stevens were
riding. being carried over the dam.
Steven's alleges that Mr. Powell' was
negligent in Rifling to !nowt& an
anchor and life-preservers for his
!anneal. •
tie way not to have a big family
be be able to support it.
18 Years' Success
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
Kaown as the Up-to-Date BusInen Schools
talTIONS SECURED or alONI Y REFUNDED
PAGE
-
Indorsed by Business Men. Incorporated. $300,000.00(
29 Colleen in it States. Jo-u. F. Drastimin
Safe / J Rclilabit II
olj '-FREE!
11,44r't
FR EE MAIL A keeping, B a k , t., !I I c•,r,,̀ MRY fOrthill tx res. I ngllith. or i"
n ti Ott tin i'..„ t t,.11.1 A has! ne
niansidp, Ailthmetic, Telegrarne. an,t
Wriung. Law, Mechanical Drawing, papery to Di alignon's l'ructle.
PADUCAH, 31.1 111t0.4DWAY;
or Evansville, Memphis Or 'it. Linen
LAKE BREEZES mANIT0
Can bc Lajoved In See DrIiiiht
on the TELL STLAMSiiir
First-Class Only Paueeneer Service) ExCluSigelly
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS l•--to taidth.et.
Pi•tigier. Chrrhoeil. rt. 'I city ci...II Ii,, P. G1.61.
TA ltrAn...A.. r L.LA
t. ruts.
105. BEROLZHEill, G. P. A. Manteca Steamship Co Chicago. or






0 & C TIME
As :la tale DIVISION
Lou.'. e . I . ; . e. ht,
knee cJel S  It A. M.
naive rim •nd SAS,. . . . .10.1S P. M.
Ara., Gat, ,t daily . 3.10A. 0.
01 ig
firgil • I , Nat Amp foe Ithstarate.,1 pamphlet. AJ4,. L it. Legit it. P. A., timegt, Web
DETRO T & CLEVELAND Nay. CO. mar wiesoa.".1
-
, The kind Captain.
tamp... I, . Metz said the other
Alta of is lel: that he disliked:
"1 olijott to this bill beeause It
wmild accomplish nothing. It would
makt no real change. It would be
Eke the r ase of the actor and the
caws: boat captain.
"There was once upon a time an
actor, who, after an enforced id'eness
of two months, was lucky enough to
s...1.1tre no engagement in a toe ri
twenty-five miles; away.
"The case was a hurry-rip ena.
The actor had to reach the dietant
town that naght. If he fared to ar-
rive, then his part watt:di bu assigned
to some one else.
'Well the 'man patched his worn
hoots with patent thread, pi tried sip
his few belongings In a newswire r
ann set out in the early mornieg on
I het-11010%
CIAlley ho,! :14A•11 on the job oue
day. then he taut,:, Jo ft.. boss and
asked: -Can yeu use atiether Man
My iirocht.r 15 out of not
'Is Ii, a gk.r..1 inan':- asked the
hr -,
ry !, g..:od as I ant,- re-
' pH' .
I, ii:iig h:ot :i;•1,1111.1," SA4.1 the
1)055
TI:. n,-'xi, day entney reported Pen
eis 1: c:! on the '3!:10 ev.-ning 1
wet.1 it) I.caY mull :iv tin ,aske.:
Leann You no.' ant :her man? My
facte -- out of work."
!. "Is he a goo.( man?" asked
I bor.
I. "lie is a': good aas me and
Lrot hr put together." replied Clancy
"I hen la iee !eon around and you
;end daN at hom. "
foot along the towpath, He had ctily ilarneers
a few coppers, hence the train was an
impossibility.
"But tater the poor fellow had cov-
ered some six or seven miles his
boots gave out, blisters rose on hie
feet, fatigue overcame him, and in
despair he threw himself on the grass
beneath a tree.
-As he lay there in a_ hitter mood a
canal boat hove in sight. It drew
near slowly, and an itie:1 seized the
actor.
'Captain,' he shouted, rising hur-
riedly. 'Captain, pun up. for the love
of heAvenr
wot d'ye want?' said th..
captain, as he stoppod the boat.
" 'Captain.' said the actor, 'I hay,
to get. to. Quag tonight to play set ,nd
henna le "The EnTI That Men Do."
am footsore anel weal y. sae f,set wa:+;
DO further. If you will assist me
will work my passage.'
"The captain gave the actor a kind-I -
n----
tt Tirt-l. Ulnae:a
make :all w.o,, 1 le•3 ',Ifni. Take a
small ilh,•• of Wel iee• ;,ft,r each meal;
aard,, v‘hrin.lp
digu-st what y.0 to,- .-:c ten. Mrs. 
M. Stroud. Midlothian. Tex., write*,
hine in Our fan ily feir eight years, and
(mind it the. ni. di it 'in,. We ever
May I. 1901: "it:. usedr.%..r Hain- rd-
musealtarfilr.eos.nrot,i,,.1yi j. ir
Lang Bros. and y
At the-preeent stage of the- game,




" 'All right,' he sail. 'I..ead the'
boss.' New York Tribune, ,
HENRI NAMMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUC1KT.
fiesik Waite& desk Work. Legal
and limary Work a specialty.
The milk of human
ion 1,1 ed.
kindness Is
Lotesvilie, Ky. Si e lel ex-
cursion September ere lOo7.
Train leaves Paducah 9:30 a.
m.. returning leaves Louis-
ville September 5th, 5 p. m.
Round trip $2.50, '
Mad isonv II le, Ky. Account
Kentucky Sunday School as-
sociation. Dates ot sale Au-
miste26_, a7 yr,final 111111t-An-
gust 31st. Round trip $3.45.
Louisville, Ky.-Special ex-
cursion, August 27. Good re-
turning August 29. Round
trip $2-54.1. "Train leaves
Paducah 12:45 p. in,, return-
ing leaves Loulsvile 4 le m.
Jamestown, Va. - Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th- 15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,




ME-111: we WI*, ILL.
D. A. Halley, Prop.
fewest and best hotel In the e8IY•
 etku-s r.:.•ro. Two large ;temple
newts. Rath rooms, Electric bights,
the only centrally leveled Hotel is
Ste city,
0()M Eitel A L PATRON A,GM
it, ram.






Leaves Paducah for Tenneeeee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. in,
is -W. WRI4:HT,-  Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
'I'bis company .is not responeible
✓ invoice charges unless nellened by
e clerk of the boat.
Spellsl excursion rates from Padu-
mh-to Waterloo. Fare for the round
'rip $5.00 . Leaves Paducah every
•t ‘11
KILL THE COUCH






ca L.- ake Trip
. n n I 1,, r. •st
, .!•• •.n...
twice'





Le.Toiede Moat:lays 6.5.W/days 9 PIA. B.
'queries; & Tinesorys • 00 P. M. „
kr.Ortio,t Montlsys & 'Saturdays S.00 P. Id.
oViedasseley• at Fridays 9.30 A. /11.
Pew Trip. per (egg, Argismaeriars Jur LILL.
Me•11411111141 terns July and /mamma resm Jima
day ...Kw daily Wye.. Lasmiladd. Put.m.issy
Iii
OUCHS al!"St 01
OLDS T.1811 &OM& Frtf
ARO ALL THROAT AN LIINGTROUSLES.
OntARAVTEED SATISFAGTOR
OR MONEY RS.FUNDED.
Hawk Dealers Have All Text Books-
Arranged 4.11 Shtites for
(Opening.
BUILDINGS ADE I1 I IN SHAPE.
WORK GOES OVER
UNTIL NEXT YEAR
Too Much Ahead of Engineer-
ing Department.
Beard 'of Public Works Makes. Selec-
tee' of What Must BC !Male
Tilts Fall.
.tt'('t'ilt'LATION OF'" EusiNESS.
Religious Mania Attacks People
of Central Provinces of Prussia
Bet lie, Aug. 2S.- Thoueands o
persons in the central Prussian prov
Slices have been suddenly seized with
an acute form of religious manta.
Detailed telegrams from Cassel
state that the outhursts, which is
f chairman uttered these words than a
-great shout of triumph rose from
;the assembly. They all looked as if
hypnotized."
' At another meeting, after a hymn
had been eurig, a young map sprang
manifesting itself in all kinds of as-,to the platform, threw himself about
tonisbing forms. was started by two eith extraordinary vigor, made in-
fanatics, who proclaimed thetuselveaici escribable grimaces, and then
divine emissaries, especially sent by shouted incoherently. One of the
ieaveu to lead the Inhabitants of founders of the movement infornexl
the adjoining tercet:wee to salvation, the congregation that the youth was
Their principal lieutenants are two divinely inspired, and that his entice
Swedish women, whose oratory exer- arid noises were a divine eevelatioe,
elsee it strange fascination over the The worshippers clapped their hands,
Everyone Is ready for school to be- Owleg to the rush gf work In the populace. Extraordinary scenes knelt down, . gestulated, shriekedI
gin, nut the chiltiren• For weeks engineering department of the city, take place at meetings held nightly,grottned and groveled ht the dust.
mothers have had new dresses and the beard of public works in a called in Outset and many surrounding Several worsbigpere shouted: "Mee
session Yesterday afternoon decided towns and villages. , The participants see the blood of our Savior." Wont-
that all the improvement work order- at these meetings emit inarticulate en embraced one another, saying:
"We have seen our Savior Himself."
Cust Out a Devil.
The preacher then offered up the
following-prayer: "0 Lord, let eve/
one here kneel down. Whoever' e
. fuses to kneel, let him be throe.
from our midst." One man remain-
ere standing, whereupon there were
' wild cries of -"Out with tem! Out
with Beelzebub!"
When the unbeliever left the hall
the worshippers shouted: -Tie. devilpees:ate oratory which coxed be ex- essential mice: For the first grade no
pected from the brilliant utleds. who tween Washington and Tennessee has now gone. The evil 
one has left
change has been made. In the sec- describe moue strange visitor' trhiell -
surrounded the testier board. The 0114 grade both -A- anti .43.. (now streets; Ohio street between Third be sees before his eyes. tier 
midst."
ion the use of Loug's Language Les- 
and Thirteenth streets; and the g:ad-1 Loud shouts of "Hallelujah!" greet At u meeting at OTOSK Ainterosie
sons has been diseontinued. For the :lig and 
graveling of Broadway be-,the speaker, and when the vision has a young man divested himself of his
teeen Seventeenth and Nineteenth
third grade Long's Language Les-
streets. Also the contract the laying 
been described men and women ariselcollar and cuffs. declaring that hea
sons has likewise been omitted and , ref m the ground, embrace one en- desired 
to renounce luxury. Young
laterals from the main sewer li I
in thee•A" division the primary gt-o-tof lather with ecstatic fervor, and dance 
women tore off their hats, veils, rib-
se
graphy has been discontinued. 
over district.. No. 2.
Water stends on the brick street 
with many amazing grimaces and bons, laces and other finery for the
1r i Movements, all thiough al., Kane- reason.  the pupil's fourth year all text in front of the Biederman Distilling'
books remain the same. In the fifth night till sunrise. Night after night 
hundreds of de-
on Soutb Second street. and -
grade the uite of ' the lutellectual 
-
company 
t eeenes' of Violent Einotion. laded enthusiasts are attending meet









Fame lee Cf.'3111 ,the board of public works ordere.11 Arithmetic has been discontinued,' A spectator of oue of these meet- inge oj this 
kind, where eccentric
Cafe
and in the "A" division the printery
Cigars geograghy has been inbstleited tot-
The nsespaper men from abroad the complete geography.
the brick ra.sed and the bill pre-
inee states that there were over 24040
Sefitt'd to Charles Robertson, the
pe4le present. All of them seemed
contractor, who is bound by his con-I
absolutely sintoxicated with religion
tract to keep the streets in good con-.
who were present were: Edward J.' In the sixth grade there have been dition for five years. 
jecstaey. He says: I heard wild
Stackpole. Harrisburg. Pa.; John L. no essential changes. The use of the cries. loud confessions of sin. unean-inveetigation of the complaint
Wait, Burlington, Is.. E. A. Hem- Intellectual Arithmetic w411 begin. tab-leeks. groans and other tin-the Palmer House owners that lay
stead, Meadville, Pa.:F.M. Fisher:For, the seventh and eighth grades water ran into the basement, Sewer
Paducah, Ky.; William S. Catpeller.ehe same text books will be used. Inspector Rundeaman and City Engi-
M.ansfieldr. O.: J. B. Alexander. Os- Another change has been made in the neer Washington found that mortar
wego. N. Y. H. C. Plumley. Fargo. writing books. Previously the verti- had failen into the drain pipe while
N, D.; George H. Hildebrand. Ash-'cal system -has been taught, but now repairs were made to the hotel last
land, 0.. W. A. (amps- . • a' the children will be taught the me- spring. The acrumulation in the p i pe-tdenly -a young man sprang up and
uttesed sounds which the ehairman
'described as being the result of a
divine vision. No sooner had the





Given Banquet By Editor of Changes Mad*. in Curriculum
Erie. Pa., Times. Are Slight.
Postmaster Fe M. Fisher Mrs.




The newspaper men who are also
postmasters trod-delegates to the tem-
vention of postmasters of the first-
class were the guests of honor at a
dinner given at the Country club 
maprons made for the girls ei a new
suit of clothes bougbt for the boy.
last evening, by F. S. Phelps, editor Likewise the book dealers have been ed by the general council could not shrieks, throw themselves on the
of...The  Times, says the Erie (Pa,/ busy and school books in prefuston be started this year. City Engineer ground. roll On the door, ding their
sTimes. Covers were 'Mid for 114 in- are on hand and the dealers patiently L. A. Washington informed the arms and leg wildly about, beat
-vited guests, and the cozy dining wait for the sound of the school bell, board other duties demanded the at their heads against the wooden
room of the club, with the beautiful It is remarkable so few school Pat- teittlou of his 
departmenteand In go- benches, and amazing confessions of
table decuratious and 'apeointme.pts, roue make their purchases of school big over all the work ordered, the stn then pour from their lips. After
presented - a brilliant appearance, ths supplies before the start of school following 
immovements Wert. seleet-'this they declare they WV Visions of
and then the book dealers aye rushedarrangements being the best effort ed: concrete 
sidewalks, on Farley heaven, hell and other worlds.
of Steward Charles Hahn. Jacksons and it is with difficulty o„ waited natiace; Fourth 
street between Clay. Sometimes all those present...at a
orchestra discoursed the music for on. 4nd Trinable streets; Fifth street be- meeting prostrate themselves eimul
the occasion and the supper was fol- There are few changes le books tween Clay and Trimble 
streets: Ten- ianeously on. the floor and groan in
oltlowed by the flow of soulful and - this year and the following are the 
neasee street between Third and e„ise,„, with wild gestures. Sudden-
Twelfth !streets; Eighth street he- ly a man springs up and geaPhicallY
Cake
.1. Thompson, Defianee, O. ... ..... (Mum slant. This etaange will not stopped the flow of water and it had
The guests were;' Hon. Prank H. bear any unusual expense on -the become so herd It was necessary to
Hitchcock. first assistant postmaster parents, as new writing hooks are re- remove it with a chisel. The hill for
general. Washington: E. M. Morgan.
quired at every semester anyway, the repairs was ordered presented to
postmeeter, New York city; Hot, I
In the High sthool, German- has the Palmer House company.
WIlliain Hardwick, Lieutenant D. S. land Seventh streets is in a bad coa-
lmen -transftrred from the junior J. A. Keebler. superintendent off e
.' , PhilippineIslands: Byron elitIon and the contractors, The An-
ark year to the freeltereire -and theiext the light plant, was given a week's'
A. Walker, Z. T. Brindles. CI cher Roof and Paving company, re-
book will be VOF "Ek:SOnt1•118 of Ger- varatirn. Mr. Keebler will enjoy the
Olds. Esq. F. L. Cleveland, 1 Hon. J !plied to a letter sent them, for some
the week fishing in Illinois and if an ac-
B. Brooks, Hon. Emcee A. Wailing, man:. revised edition. During olocal contractor to make the repairs
sophomore r German stories will cident happens to the machinery at 
i
William Hamilton, Glen C. Page, Wil- 
yea land the company would pay the ex-
be read instead of in the senior year. the plant, he may be seemed in two
!lam Spencer, F. F. Schutte. Gus J. penses. If the repairs are not made
French will be eontinued in the jun- hour*.Miller. S. S.' Burton-, James D. Hay.' ' immediately the company promises
t a eor nd s nior years. English hasleader Sobel, Hon. Z. A. S:sson, Hon. Saturday alarket. to attend to them.
. Milton Shreve. J. Burton Arbuckle. been made compulsory for • gradua- After Saturday's market much dirt Mr. John S. Bleecker, general men-
tion. and the first two years the pu- Is around the market house and as itHon. A. R. Osborne. William .1. Stern,. ager cf the Paducah Traction com-
Conrad Klein, C. P. ,Rossiter, Eetz,p11 will use Kavaea A Beatty's Rhe- presents a bad appearance on Sun- pa", reported to the board that the
Dr. Peter Harkey. E. A. Dives. Free- ,torte. In the junior year Halleck's day. Street Ittspettor Elliott asked matter of lowering the company's
man Land, Wiliam Walker, -Harry Englieh literature will be studied.:that he he allowed to work a few men tracks on Jefferson boulevard • was
Sands. J. M. Sherwin, Req., H. T. Fm' the last-year Amerlean literature early Sun-Jay morning in cleaning the before the general council. .
Leasure, Edwerd J. Crowell. A. P. will be studied critically. 'refuse. The board did not care toi The board ratified the action of
Burton, W. Pitt McAndrew, John H.I Last January there were 3,51ii i work the men on Sunday and direct- Mr. Langstaff, acting president, in
JCallaghan, Nelson Baldwin, Hugh C. pupil's in the graded white lichoolseesi that he have the refuse cleaned up l autholizing the street inSpector toI
Wee. W. P. Tiebout. i
lncludiug the High school the list is late Saturday night. inse gravel in bringing street grades
Ladles- Mrs. Edward J. stackpote: expected to Tun to 4:.•I141, 4•X '111SiVe Of I The bond of Contractor "Roswell up or down to conform to the grade,
Mrs F. M. Fisher, aleeter Fisher, the colored schools. This is the nuni- for grading Boyd street between w-here new gutters were placed in the
Mee_ W. I Stem  _Mrs- _Fel- Cleve- her the book dealers figured on in Sixth and _Seventh streets was rati- city, ___ __ ___ _ _
land. Mrs. Harry Sands, Mrs. William buying this year. fled and the contract filed. Several glitters were reported to
Hardwick. Mrs. Clark Olds. Mrs. henl All buildings are in good etertli- The new concrete culvert on Broad- the board as being belOw the grade.
C. Page, Mrs. Z. T. lirindley..Mrs. tion for the beginning tif the staion. way over Bradsliaw's creek has been One bad gutter is on Ninth street be-
Wieiam Hami:ton, Mrs. F. S. Phelps. Fred Moyer. aupte*ntendent of Gild- completed held City Engineer Wash- tween Jeffersoneand Monroe streets.
Reinarkm were made by Judge Wall fogs, Is going over all the rooms in ington reported to the board he had The street inspector was ordered to
lug, Postmaster Sobel, lion- A. B. the buildings of the schools and re- not had time to figure the total coat, raise the grade of the gutter.
Osborne, Hen. John B. BroTiks, J. di:moving bad seats. Since the midi- but a rough estimate would Place t'4e
Arbuckle. Dr. Peter Berkey, William torium of High school has-been cost at 41,000. The Paducah Trac-
Hamilton, W. Pitt Gifford, Esq. Elo- Heated with opera etTeirs.emany treats 
eon -potupany Win pay foreeight feet
quent and feeling responses were of the larger size have been left no- 
of the culvert's width.
made by John L. Wait• editor of the used-and Mr.-Hover is diseardingl 
The board was after "guy" win- a
Burlington Hawkeye. who was asset- .:Ti'aii worciout seats, when possible, and 
And ordered that the telephone cone
-ciated with Former Postmaster Gen-,using the seats front the High sehool. 
parties and other companies having1
eral 'Frank Hatton. and Bob Bur-' . them, enclese the wires in a box and
paint the box white.
rUt AU Artery.
, I The general council has granted Cairo
earthly noises. I- saw distoreed faces,
I men and women gestuiating like -lun-
ettes.
I "I saw - them sink to the ground
and kick out in all directions. Stud-
doctrines are systematically preached
by fanatical religious maniacs.
The- rongregations are principally
composed of peasants from the agri-
cultural districte, but the intelligent
elaeses of the urban population are
also strongly represented at the meet.
tags.
A dispatch received from Caseel
states that large numbers uf peasants
are pouring in from the provinces of
Upper lit.$134. and Lower Hesse in the
hope of seeing, signs and wonders
worked by the leaders of this 1111K-
xuk14-41 movement.
dette, the once humortst. now a pul-
pit divine of national repute, in the F. G. M. .1c(sann. a-young man_--the Home of the Friendless perml;- Chattanooga . 2.9foundation and pubecation of that employed at Buchananet restaurant sion- to connect with the sewer, - Noel Cincinnat I . . , 241.4wkiely quoted paper. F. M. Fisher, on Kentucky avenue near Third_ 2.
street, fell this morning bele...en 4' 
and the Ward of public works Evansville •  -9.1the leading joarnaliet - of Paducah.
coneurred in the recommendation. Florence--Missing.Ky., William S. Capeller, a veteran
and 5 o'clock in thereetaurant while Cit.,' Engineer Washington will 5ti- 1.1ehnsonville-Missing.eReims:hit of Mansfield, 0., and edi- 
carrying a cup and raucer. The cup Pervise the work And the entire cost Louisville   e.2tonal arbiter of matters political in
Liver Stages.
 21.1
broke and severed an artery in his will be paid by the managers of the Mt. Carmelthe Buckeye state; Edward-J. Stack-
right hand. Dr. Harace T. Rivers home.Pole, editor of the Harrisburg Tele-i . 'Nashville  
graph. and Postmaster Sobel's boy- I Notice was ordered given Thomas Pittsburg  
dressed the wound.
hood friend, E. Ms Morn. nestmas-
ter of New York city, contributed his
share to the speech-making. Hon.
Frank H. Hirehcock served the last
course in the feast of oratory with a
neat speett highly complimentary of
Erie and Erie people, with an espe-
cial tribute to newspaper men and
the value of the public press as an
aid to the important department of
which he is designated -the works."
From the Country club the party
repaired to Waldameer to join with
the visiting postmaster* and their
ladies in the program of entertain-
ment arranged in their honor at that
resort.
Governor* To Vete President,
Springfield. 111., AAR. 28---over-
near Deepen has accepted en infitas
tion- from (loverner Cummings of
Inwa tie nein ,a committee of goveirre-
nom of the central states who will
- act as a reeeptton commIxtee -111-1Ken-
knit, he. to assist in entertaining
President Theodore Roosevelt on Or
totter 1, at that place.
IT'S OUR WORK
to protferly, accoratel- an ci
promptly till prescriptions. We
use the gratest care In so tieing
and our pre.cription department
methods are designed to this
end after much study and ex-
perience.
The quality of our drugs and
chemicals islif the very highest
and their freshness and effect-
iveness the best. We appreciate
the importance ef even the
smallest details and guard
against any Imperfections.
•tillt Us Ton, Prescriptious.





















tract for the main sewer. No. 2. that Mt, Vernon  
15.4 e.4 fallBridges  uno  .have the col- St. Louis 
8.5 0.2 rise
the general council bad allowed _eta Paducah  8:7 0.2 rase
further extension, of time. The pres-
ent extended time will expire Rater- One de., the river rises and the
day, but the contractors promise to next day it is on a stand. It has been
have all work completed by that time playing this gaine all week, but the
I The street inspector was ordered rivermen are not 'seeking as lung es
to see that the city workmen are the liver does not fall. This morn-
i more careful in removing the trash Ines gauge was 8,7, a rise of tee
.from the streets. The general coun- since yesterday.
:ell ordered Ihe board to have this
'done. 
The leek Fowler left on time this
morning for Cairo with a good nip
Miscellaneous, The Royal arrived today and left
Two more lights were ordered with a good trip. Business is good at
Placed at the market house, and Su- all of the little landingsetp the Ohio
perinteudent Keebler will have -the river.
lights placed in the building at once. The Emma left this afterno,m Toe
1
 
Record was .made that berpeseion,Mt. Vernon with the two bargee that
-had been granted by the general have been here on the docks foe re-
council for concrete eldcwalk iii pairs. ' "
_front of the Rhodes-BUrford compe, The Joe Fowler was the 
Evaesvill,
nye; building on Iktorth Fourth Wee...packet today and had a good trip In
rand for the Illinois Central hospital and out.
Itreadway. -Roth lloprovkimentri -T1m--trrestrtielmi-ints tt -the1t*tf
have been romplettvi. Ithin moreitte receleittse *tares.
I Concrete sidewalks, glitt,t. anal The Eisenharth tleatterson 'show
eorbier on WorAwse htw.ort Ninth boa' Wfr; at the iretterfirlitneallbt and
. -
gave a good exhibition to a large
crowd. She left early this morning.
Price's coating palace passed
down this morning. No one about the
wharf knew, where the boat wa= go-
ing.
The Lyda was lowered into the riv-
er this morning after a sojourn on
the ways. After the repairs and the
painting the boat looked as pretty as
when out of the builders' hands.
The Savannah was at the wharf
last night-en route front the Tennes-
see river to St. Louis. Her sister boat,
the Saltillo„ was also at the wharf
about the same time en route up the
Tennessee river.
The Clyde arlived last night from




FRIDAY, AUGUST 30, 1907 I
30-P1ECE MILITARY BAN 0-30 I
.4 consolidation ,of the Paducah Military
Bartel and the Methropolis Concert Baud
The Metropolis band in recent years has won first
rims, and includee in its membership some of the best.
musicians in the state The Paducah Military Birnd -
during the last month has been rehearsing two and
three times a week-in preparation for the Fall
Hone Show; is therefore in better condition than at
any time this season, and the union of the two hands
promises the music lovers the real
Musical Event of the Season.
:
1 little late this trip, oWitir to betng
Jelayed a night in leaving last Wed-
sesday. Freight was received all da)
and the packet will leave this even-
Mg at 6 o'clock on the return trip.
The Cowling made the usual trips
oday and like clock work bumped
the wharf on time. The packet had a
geed passenger trade today.
More bay. From the prompt pros-
pects it will never let up. The leettie
sheen came over this morning with
the regular trip, and the lower deck
Wile covered with wagons loaded with
fbased his request for a continuanceprincipally on the ateteuee of John
iSneith, Who is saaid to be the star
witness for the prosecution.
• Smith was himself under indict-
ment for the killing of Dr. Cox until
the last term of court. when the in-
dictment wati dismissed at the In-
stance of Attorney Waugh, who
wanted to use hint as a witness,
A rule was entered against both
tides to try the cases at the October
trent of court. , .
The Ile‘rthe A. Henneu is on the
docks and workmen are busy today
starting in an the repairs, Practical-
ly a new hea-d and a new stern we;
be built on the boat.
The last barge for the Emma was
let into the river late this afternoon
by the docks.
Official Forecasts.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, not much change during
the next 24 boors.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon will continue rising during
the next three or four days. At Fade.
cab and Cairo, not much change dur-
ing the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi from below St.
Louis to Chester, will fall ducing the
next 24 hours. From .below Chester
to Cairo, not much change.
(ASES POSTPOSED.
Sandy Hook Trials Go 'Over Until
October Term of Pone*.
Sandy Hook, Aug 28.--Judge
Moody granted the request of Com-
monwealth's Attorney Waugh and
postponed the cases of Elbert Hargis
Bill Britota and John Abner. indicted
for the murder of Dr. D. B. Cox. un-
til the regular term of the puott
eireult court. He set the trial for
the third Monday In October.
enmonwealtie Wattle%
n ANTI WARNED TO QUIT FIELD.
Farmer a illember of Teltacco Grow.
err' Astateeetticese
Clarksville, Tenn., Aug. 28.-Two
men walked Into the tobacco field of
Clarence Staton, circuit coort clerk,
where a negro farm hand was at
Work, and told him the best thing he
could do was to get out and leave, or
something might happen to him. The
negro did not give anything a chance
to 'happen, for he speedily disappear-
ed. 'Mr.411aton is a member at the
Telmer.° Growers' gssoeiation. his
cannot account for the interference
with his work.
Secretare Taft in a Wreck.
Kansas C.ty, Aug. 25.-Passenger
train, No. 102, on the St. Louis aeil
San Francisco railroad, carrying Sec-
retary tof War Taft, was wrecked at
5 p. ne near the depot at Spring Hill,
Kate* None of the passengers of
trainmen 'were hurt. A switch flew
open after the engine and baggage
car had passed and the mail car Was
derailed and dragged 500 feet 'over
the ties. The passengers were shaken
up, although the train was running
slowly. Secretary Taft aided in res-
cuing the passengers.
Coffee is a bads thing for a 1118O's
temper-especially if his wife doesn'r
know how to make it.
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special -mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad- -
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or, friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home. •
. Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
eet
I •
•
